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ABSTRACT

The modem battlefield has put extreme demands on the avdable tacticaI
communications resources to pass both voice and data information, n e r e have been a few
systems capable of transmitting both voice and data, al1 of which 5ave reached their lirnits, in
terms of capability, due to military standards.
An integrated transmission system is presented, in this thesis, which improves on the

current tactical VHF communication systems in acquisition by the Canadian Forces. This thesis
focuses on two aspects of the commwzications system, the modulation and coding scheme used
by the radio, and the network access protocols.

The radio enhancements were based on changing the modulation techniques and the
error correction methods used in the transmission of data over the channel. The proposed
radio mode1 uses Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying for transmission and uses a
combination of a Convolutional Encoding and Soft-Decision Viterbi Decoding error correction
scheme, with a more robust interleaver.
The network access improvements were made to the current system through the

addition of a fairer access delay scheme. As well the current network was modified to altow a
sirnultaneous voice and data transmission capability.
The radio and network models were simulated using signcl processing and network
simulation tools. These simulation models were examined to determine the performance of the
various enhancernents. The simulations showed that improvements can be made to both the
radio and network throughput with only small changes to the complexity of the current system.

~eywords:Integrated Voice and Data System, Carrier Sense Multiple Access, Access
Protocol, Tirne Division Multiplexing
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1-1 General

Ln the modem combat battlefield, information is the most crucial weapon available to
the commander and his troops, The right information must be received by the ri& person at

the right time. [fa commander does not receive the infonnation needed to make decisions,

quickly and efficientiy, he/she will lose his/her initiative and then must react to the enemy's
actions.
To this end, modem annies, including the Canadian Forces. are trying to pass as much
hformation to their cornanders as possible. The quantity of information is continually
increasing and it is putting severe strains on the lirnited bandwidth available on the
communications system at army unit level. Included in this mass of information are maps,
overlays, reports and rehms, orders and the ever present voice traffic. This means that a large
amount of data must be transferred in addition to the voice transmissions.
This thesis outlines a system that would allow for the integrated transmission of both
voice and data traffic so that available bandwidth on the Combat Network Radios (CNR) can
be used as efficiently as possible.

1 2 Combat Network Radio

Current Canadian Forces radio systems are in a state of transition. The Land Forces
are currently fielding new bbdigital"
radios designed to replace al1 old radio systems and to

enhance the information distribution capabilities of al1 army formations.
This equipment includes a radio transmittedreceiver with embedded COMSEC
equipment and an omni-directional antema. In addition to this, some stations will have
networking and telephone system capabilities included in the radio equipment. The radio
system is a VHF (30- 108 MHz),half-duplex, single-channel. voiceldata radio with fiequency
hopping capabilities . The radio has 3 120 channels, each channel spanning 25 kHz of

bandwidth. O d y one channel is in use at a given time. It has multiple modes of operation
including analog voice, digital voice and digital data. Each of these can be secure or nonsecure, and fiequency hopping or non-hopping. A summary of the modes of operation and
their throughput is given in Table 2.1 .
The Combat Network Radio system exists over a single channel used by multiple
stations (fiom 2 to 16). The stations on the network are normally Iine-of-sight (LOS),
however it is a standard practice to employ radio re-broadcast (RRB) stations to extend the

range of the radio network. The stations on the network must sense the channel (by listening)
and when it is fiee they will attempt to transmit. All stations on the radio network are equivalent
and can be considered peers as there is no controlling station. Acknowledgments are sent
during a transaction penod, In this case, the stations follow a certain order based on call-sign
seniority.
The Combat Network Radios are used to transmit standard rnilitary reports and
returns. These reports and retums have nomally been passed by voice, but the capability to
send these as data messages is currently available. As well, the data transmission capabilities
c m be used to transmit other items including maps and overlays.

1.3 Thesis Obiective

It is the purpose of a military radio system to send and receive the information that is

necessary to '%ght the battle7'. This information must be h e l y and accurate. To this end, the
military information needs to be communicated as efficiently as possible with the resources
available.
Previously implemented systems have relied on the use of two separate networks to
transmit the voice and data. Within the scope of combat units' communications resources, it is
not nomally possible to deploy multiple radio networks to facilitate the transmission 3f both
types of trafic. Therefore, recentiy the Canadian Forces have been in the process of

developing and acquinng an integrated voice and data communications systems.

The purpose of this thesis is to study the operation of the current voice and data
communications systems and evaluate methods of increasing the capabilities fiom their current
levels. The protocols required to operate this system were detennined by examining existing
and proposed protocols, and incorporating military requirements and other features necessary
to improve the capabilities.

Specifically the objectives are:

a.

to evaluate the current CNRS to determine their capabilities and to propose
alternative techniques or methods for improving performance;

b.

to implement error correction coding to improve on radio performance and
reduce current redundancy overhead; and

c.

to implement an access protocol that meets the requirements determined in subpara (a.) and uses the capabilities proven in sub-pm

m.).

1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 gives some general background on the military radio networks and their
operationai requirements. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the physical communication aspects of the
system. It includes the current radio's capabilities, the changes proposed and the simulations of
the radio and their results. Chapter 4 is allocated for the network access protocols and covers
the network processes in the same marner as Chapter 3. Chapter 5 presents a summary of the

problern, the approach to solving it and the resulting improvements. Suggestions for some topics

for m e r research are given as well.

CEIAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines the background of military combat radios and a general overview

of the curent CNRs in the process of king acquüed by the Canadian Forces,

2.2 Militarv Radio Networks

The design and organization of military radio networks and their component

communications equipment are driven by military doctrine. Of major importance to
communications within this doctrine are the charactenstics of survivabi lity, passage of
information and interoperability. In addition to these military doctrinal characteristics, one of the

most important characteristics to a combat network radio system is the "combat environment"
within which it m u t operate. These characteristics will be used thoughout this thesis in order to

aid in making decisions on various aspects of the transmission system.

in actual operational usage in a "combat zone", survivability becomes a major concern

to the operators of the equipment. The equipment needs to have capabilities which will
enhance the ability of the equipment and operators to survive and perform their required
functions. The battlefield is a hostile environment where the enemy's goals include the

disruption and/or destruction of their adversaries' communications capabilities.

In order to achieve this goal, enemy forces will attempt to locate and destroy our
communications sites or will attempt to disrupt the passage of information by intercepting and
jamrning Our transmissionsIn respoase to this threat, our goals must include the ability to deny the enemy the ability
to achieve their goals. Modem radios have implemented counter-measures to these threats
which includes: embedded communications security devices and the ability to fkecpency hop.
These measures have the purpose of making the enemy's attempts to disrupt either less or
completely ineffective.
Additionally, an enemy's ability to locate and disrupt or destroy our communications
sites increases as the length and number of our transmissions increase. As a station's
transmission thne increases, so does the likelihood that the enemy can locate that station using
direction finding equipment and perform interceptions or jamming. Furthemore, as
transmission times lengthen so wouid the amount of battery power used to transmit in manportable systems.
Therefore it is of great importance that modem military radios use the most efficient
procedures and techniques to ensure that transmission tirnes are kept as small as possible. This
will enhance the survivability of ali.

2-2.2 Passage of Information

The passage of information is the basic reason for the existence of the military

communications system. The goal is to give cornanders as much information as possible, and
as quickly as possible in order to give them the information needed to make the decisions

necessary to defeat the enemy. If the information passed is used properly ir will allow the units
to maintain the initiative on the battlefield,
The information transmitted consists of both voice and data traffic. The voice traffic is
the primary means of communications used mainiy for the passage of reports and retums. The

data traffic is increasingly in use for the passage of routine messages and for the disnibution of
graphical information.

Most of the radio systems used by anned forces around the world have similaï
charactenstics and capabilities. 1bis fact is one of the most infiuential in determining the
capabilities of a radio system. Armed forces everywhere require radios that will be able to
communicate with its older equipment still in service- As well, their radios must also be able to
meet international standards that will allow them to communicate with equivalent radios fiom
other countries.
The capabiiity of being interoperable can drive the specifications of a communications
system in many ways. The main goal is to allow the passage of information fiom allies.
However, in order to be interoperable, the international standards guide both armed forces and
manufacturers to that capabiiity, but additionally restrict the performance by derailhg what
communications techniques must be used.
Some of the major restrictions that CNRs have are: channel bandwidth limited to 25

kHz, voice modulated using FM and data modulated using FSK.

2-2.4 Combat Environment

The combat environment is extremely variable. It is non-static and not capable of being

clearly charactenzed. Combat operations c m take place in virtually any region of the globe
fiom deserts to urban environments. Combat network radio systems are expected to operate
over distances of 100m for man-portabIe operation to 25 km for unit and formation radio nets.

Additionally, combat operations are typicaiiy very mobile with very few static units.
This factor combined with chmging topologies make reliable communications more difficult to

achieve. On top of di of this, the enemy is continuously attempting to disrupt or destroy the
communications infiastructure.
Current systems have been able to compensate or reduce the effects of most of these
obstacles. However, the one characteristic that is the most critical is fading. Fading is
introduced due to the terrain and the mobile nature of the environment. This has to be one of
the driving factors in attempting to devise an efficient transmission system for this CNR.

2.3 TCCCS/IRIS and CNR(P)

The current VHF radio in acquisition as part of the Tactical Command Control and
Communications System (TCCCS) /IRIS Program is the Primary Combat Network Radio
(CNR(P)). The CNR(P) is one segment of a system that includes tactical and long range
radios, information distribution, tactical message handling, and ctyptographic systems. The
CNR(P) is required to interact with d l of these systems on some level.
The radio's capabilities Listed in th;'- section have been chosen to meet the NATO
standards STANAG 4204 W T S S ] and US DOD standard MIL-STD-188-220A wSD933.

This radio operates over 3 120 channels, at 25 lcHz per channel between 30 MHz and 1 O8

MHz. It is capable of fiequency hopping at LOO hops per second over al1 channels and has
embedded COMSEC equipment. Its operating modes consist of the capability to transmit
analog voice, aiid digital vgice and data. As well the radios have the ability to perfom
automatic radio re-broadcast (RRB). RRB is the capability of forwarding transmissions to
radio stations outside of the unit area through the use of repeating stations.

The CNR(P) has the embedded capabilities to accept fkom devices and send over the
channel al1 of the information types listed in Table 2.1. A conversion process translates each
type to the reqxirzd output type. Once information is sent to the CNR(P), the input port
configuration allows the system to determine its format and the transmission settings determine
the format required at the output. Al1 information is received from the radio as either a 16 kbps
bit Stream or as a baseband analog signal. These signais are converted to the appropnate

digital format and then processed by the Digital Signai Processing @SP) circuitry to extract the
digital data for input to the HFW. The digitïzed information is then stored in shared memory
[CDC97B]. A aiagram showing the data flow is given in Figure 2.1

Digital Data

1

NRZ FSK w/MVD (Note
-

-

16 kbps (raw)
---

--

-

Digital Voice

CVSD

16K

Analog Voice

FM

300-3000 Hz analog fiorn 64K

PCM
Table 2.1 Throughput of Various Modes of Operation
Note I : The digital transmission is perfonned by Non-Retum to Zero FSK and includes Majority Vote

Decision which repeats each bit a number of times to ensure correct reception of the data.

Figure 2.1 - CNR(P) Data Flow

The radio is capable of msmitting and receiving in half-duplex mode. The station
transmits FM voice as a pnonty. Al1 data messages wait in their respective queues. Once the
transmission is complete, the station "senses" the channel and determines if another station is
transmitting. Xfthe channel is clear, another transmission commences with the highest pnonty
traffic, if there are any messages in the queues. If the channel is not clear, then the station waits.
Information can come directly to the radio via its input ports but can also come from a
network connection. This comection, the Network Access Unit @AU) is connected to the
radio's data input pan. The NAU functions as a gateway between al1 extemal communications
resources and networks to which it is connected and the vehicle's LAN which may include a
connection to the Headquarters Information Distribution System (HIDS). Each extemal

has a dedicated interface card withlli the NAU [CDC97B]. This
c o ~ u n i c a t i o n resource
s
relationship is shown in Figure 2.2.

CHAPTER 3
PEWSICAL LAYER

3.1 introduction

This chapter covers the physical layer of the radio system, or in more general terms, the
communications equipment This chapter examines the current capabilities of the CNR(P).
Options for changes are then investigated and chosen. Finally, simulations of the current radio
and the radio with the proposed changes are made. The results are then analyzed-

3.2 Current Ca~abilities

The CNR(P) radio is part of a larger multipurpose communications system. The

CNR(P) focuses on the unit level where simple, low complexity and mobile systems are
required for flexible and stable communications. This current radio has multiple modes of
operation to allow inter-operability with more basic FM voice systems and more complex
integrated voice and data systems.
The following sub-sections will describe each of the capabilities of the radio including
transmission techniques and error correction schemes.

3.2.1 Transmission Techniaues

The transmission techniques for the CNR(P) are governeci by STANAG 4204

WAT881. They strictly speciQ the mehods by which information c m be transmitted. When

the curent system was contracted, the specifications detailed the use of these transmission
techniques. The main purpose is to ensure compatibility amongst al1 NATO members' CNRS.
Some of these are described below.

Voice

In digital voice mode, a digital voice signal is provided using Continuously Variable
Hope Delta (CVSD)modulation in accordance with (IAW) STANAG 4209 [CDC95A].
The User Control Device (UCD) encodes the analog voice input fiom the
headsethandset at 16 kbps CVSD modulation. The digital1y encoded voice is packaged and

then is received by the NAU as an ST-2packet. The ST-2 packet is a packet format used
interna1 to the network components of the radio. The NAU converts the ST-2 packet to a 16
kbps bit stream which is passed to the radio. The NALJ indicates to the radio that the traffrc
type is digital voice. The radio is insensitive to the voice encoding and is simply acting as a

direct pipe fiom end-to-end. The 16 kbps bit Stream is then transrnitted over the channel by
the digital data transmission method, described in Section 3.3.1.2.
At the receiver end, the radio will indicate, via the squelch signal, that it is receiving

voice traffic. The NAU indicates to the radio that it wants to receive the trafic as digital voicc.
The received 16 kbps CVSD encoded bit stream is encapsulated and sent as ST-2 packets to
the UCDs monitoring the net. The UCD converts the received digital voice to an analog signal

for output to the headset [CDC95A].
A graphical overview of this transformation of the voice signal is shown in Figure 3.1.
The process at the receiving end is the opposite of that ui the figure.

Figure 3.1 - Voice Transformation Process

The radio has the additional capability of transmittüig an analog voice signal for use with
older non-digital radio equipment, The transmission process is identical to the digital voice
process except that once the signal is received at the radio interface as an ST-2 packet, it is
converted back to an analog signa1 for transmission by way of FM. At the receiver end, the
radio receives the analog signal where the radio interface converts it to CVSD encoded bit

stream, which is then sent as ST-2 packets to the UCDs. The UCD converts the received
digital signal to an analog signal for output to the headset [CDCBSAI- The voice signai in both
digital and analog modes provides telephone qudity voice to the network users.

Data

Digital data is transrnitted by the CNR(P) in the form of a polar Non-Retum to Zero

(NRZ) FSK signal PAT881 (or binary FSK which c m be viewed as FM modulated antipodal
NRZ). In digital data mode, synçbronous digital data is input to the radio at rates of 16000/x
bps where x is the error correction coding overhead descnbed in Section 3-2.2. Digital data is

synchronized to a 16 kbps clock input fiom the radio. Digital data will be passed to the
Headquarters Idormation Distribution System (HIDS) as a 16 kbps stream of the sampled
data, regardless of the input rate at the transmitting radio [CDC95A].

The 16 kbps stream of data (CVSD modulated voice or straight data) is then passed
ont0 the modulator in the radio. In this case, the VHF carrier is directly modulated by the
binary data, that is a '1' is mapped to Fc+Fdmand a 'O' is mapped to Fc-F, (F,- Carrier

Frequency; Fde - Peak Deviation). The direct digital modulation uses more bandwidth (than
baseband FSK) but can be accomplished within the standard military 25 lcHz VHF channel and
gives a significantly higher data rate. It is estimated that it would take 29 kHz of bandwidth to

transmit the 16 kbps digital voice and data [Jan98].

3-2.2 Error Control

The CNR(P) ensures data integrity on VHF nets via Time Dispersion Coding (TDC),
Majority Vote Detection (MVD), Golay FEC encoding and a 32-bit frame check sequence
(FCS) [CDC95A]. This error control scheme bas k e n designed to reduce the raw BER (that
is the BER on the channel) for the tactical VHF channel fiom 1x I O-' down to a residual BER of

1x

The TDC is effective with noise bursts and the Golay FEC and MVD reduce the effects
of the bit errors inwduced by the transmission path. The FCS allows for the detection of

uncorrected errors [CDC9SA]
This error control scheme was chosen to fulfill the requirement set out in the project
specifications. The specifications required the residual BER to be lx 1O" in the presence of
only Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) [Cha98B]. Unfortunately, the Golay and

MVD error control scheme was not designed to operate within a fading environment
[Cha98C].

Forward Error Correction

The CNR(P) system perfonns both error detection and error correction. The FEC

scheme, when selected, uses a half-rate Golay (24,12) cyclic block code. An even parity bit is
generated as the modulo-2 sum of the 23-bits of the code word and added as the 24h bit to

achieve Golay (24,12) [CDC97A]. The Golay (24,12) code has a minimum distance of 8 and

can correct u p to 3 bit errors.

This error correction can be tumeci on and off depending on the environment and the
network setup. By activating the FEC encoding, the unencoded bit rate drops to '/z the raw
rate, or 8000 bps. The Golay FEC is automatically applied to al1 data transmissions if it is
activated. This applies to ail of the data in the transmission including the headers, trailen and,
of course, the information. The coded data is received at the other end of the channel and is

then decoded,
Any residual errors, if detected, must be dealt with by the application layer protocols.

Time Dis~ersionCodins

The Time Dispersion Coding (TDC), otherwise known as interleaving, is used in
unison with FEC. The TDC is used to distribute burst errors so that they are randomly
distribüted to the FEC scheme. The performance of the Golay FEC improves as a result of

such distribution.
There are two levels of TDC in the CNR(P). The first, the HIDS interleaver, is done as
part of the error control system. When HIDS TDC is selected, the data is formatted into a
sequence of TDC blocks composed of sixteen 24-bit Golay(24, L2) code words [CDC97A].
This interleaver distributes the errors by reading in the codewords and storing them sequentially

in the rows and then sending hem by coiumns.
The second interleaver, which is 16 rows by 165 columns in size, is the radio
interleaver. This interleaver provides a pseudo-random distribution of the errors that may have
occurred. Bits are read in column-wise sequentiaiiy into a table until the table is filled. The bits
are then read out by rows, though not in a sequentiai manner. The row of bits that is sent is

determined pseudo-randomly. For instance, row 15 could be sent first, followed by row 4,
followed by row 1 until al1 rows have been sent [Cha98A].

Maiority Vote Detection

As a m e r method of reducing the possibility of errors, the CNR(P) uses Majority

Vote Detection ( M W ) or repetition coding. The M M 3 code is au (n, 1) block code where a
single information bit is represented by an n-bit altemating 1/0 sequence called an LMVD
codeword, which begins with the actual value of the uifonnation bit. The radio operator can
select n = 1,5, 7 or 15 where 1 is the equivalent of having the MVD disabied CCDC97AI.
Other possible values of n were not implemented by the manufacturer.
When in digital data mode, the CNR(P) will take the FEC encoded and interleaved
data, and perfonn the repetition encoding- Once the data is sent, the receiving radio will
decode the MVD codeword into a single bit based on what the majonty of the codeword bits
indicated.
This method of encoding has a hi& overhead. When using an MVD factor of 5, afier
the Golay encoding, the useful data rate is 1600 bps. Therefore at the lowesr MVD factor,

there is a cost of 10:1 and the effective throughput is significantly reduced fkom the base rate of
16 kbps.

3.3 Pro~osedEnhancement Obtions

The CNR(P) radio outlined in Section 3.2, while operational, has significant restrictions.
There are numerous areas where improvements in perfonnaoce can be made. The techniques

used have been restricted to a small number of options due to standardization ageements.
The goal of irnproving the performance c m be done in multiple ways. Fintly, it can be

done by increasing the raw throughput of the system through modified transmission techniques.
Secondy, improved performance can be achieved by making the coding methods more
efficient. This would help in achieving the goai by reducing the overhead required for error
correction and by reducing the number of residual errors requiring re-transmissions.

3.3.1

TransmissionTechniaues

The various transmission techniques used in the current CNR(P) have their capabilities
limited due to the restrictions imposed by the standards used to control the cornpatibility
between radio systems. The users' choice of l6kbps channek ernploying the same modulation

systein as is currently employed for digital voice has a number of advantages. Firstly, the

l6;tbps narrowband FM system has a proven effectiveness when used on mobile links with
low-to-low antennae. Secondly, the users are familiar with the link performance of this system
under a variety of terrain and EM conditions [Dav87].

It is not considered prudent though, to continue using older technology because of an
unwillingness to change. There are numerous transmission techniques in use on more modem
communications systems thai provide great improvements in capability at a relatively minimal
increase in complexity and cost.

The current CNR(P)'s provide both analog and digital transmission modes for both
voice and data. It is necessary to retain the lesser modes of transmission such as FM for voice
and FSK for data in order to maintain compatibility. If the radio's upper end transmission
techniques (digital voice and data) are improved, the CNR(P) network will have the capability

to surpass the basic capabilities and extend the overail throughput and survivability.

One aspect of the CNR enviromnent that the CNR(P) design did not take ïnto accounr
was the problem of fading. The combat environment is subject to varying conditions. In highly
mobile operations, the radios will be subject to Rayleigh fading. Io most nomal deployments
with reIatively static stations, they wiil be subject to Rician Fading. Due to low height antennae

though, the radios wiU be in an environment between Rician and Rayleigh fading [Cha98A].
DeRosenroll indicates that the Rayleigh charme1 mode1 is the appropriate mode1 for fiequencies
above 30 MHz. The Rayleigh channel mode1 was used to characterize VHF mobile
communications in an urban and forested environment Per881. Because of these
charactenstics, the Rayleigh channel mode1 is considered the worst case channe1 Fau961.

3-3.1.1

Voice Transmission

Voice transmission has always been and will continue to be the base mode for passing
information in a combat environment. A voice transmission is easily formatted by the operator

and can provide information quickly without the need for extra equipment.

There are two basic types of voice transmission techniques: analog and digital.

Analoe Voice

The CNR(P) has a built-in FM system to aiiow analog voice transmission. Frequency
modulation is a well used and proven method of îransmitting analog voice. There is no valid
reason to change fiom this method which is used on the CNR(P).

Digitized Voice

One may ask why use digitized voice when the analog M voice transmissions provide
adequate results. By digitizing voice we gain the following advantages [Srr82]:

a.

The signals can be regenerated because of the information contained in the
code.

b.

The modulating and demodulating circuitry is all digital, thus affording hi@
reliability and stability.

c.

Signals may be stored and time scaled efficiently.

d.

Efficient codes can be utilized to reduce unnecessary repetition.

e.

Appropriate coding can reduce the effects of noise and interference.

There are multiple methods of digitally encoding voice signals. Proakis outlines five
methods of such encoding, all of which provide telephone quality voice [Pro95]:

a.

Pulse Code Modulation (PChQ. This method uses a multi-Level quantizer that
maps the signal level to one of the quantization levels. This is then transmitted

as codeword that corresponds to the signal level. The data rate for a 12-bit
PCM coder is 96kbps for a sampling rate of 8 ksps.

b.

Differential PCM (DPCM). This method is based on PCM except that instead

of transmitting a 1I1 length codeword for each sample of the voice, an
improvement is made by sending only the digitally encoded differences between
successive sample values [Str821. The data rate for a 4 to 6 bit DPCM coder

is 32 to 48 kbps.
c.

Ada~tiveDPCM (AûPCML This is a M e r enhancement to the PCM
scheme. The basic premise that this scheme works on is that source o u ~ u t
varies slowly wîth t h e . This method uses a uniform quantizer that v k e s its
step size in accordance with the variance of the past signals. The data rate for a

3 to 4 bit ADPCM coder is 24 to 32 kbps.
d.

Delta Modulation (Dm. This is a simplified version of PCM where the sysrem
output is only one bit, that bit being used for the sign of the sample difference.

This system has a much simpler circuitry than the above methods. The data
rate for a 1-bit DM coder is 32 to 64 kbps.

e-

Adaotive DM (ADM). This method enhances the basic DM scheme by using
the previous samptes to predict a quantkation step-size and adapt it to the

signal. The step size is predicted from an algorithm that uses whether the
samples have been changing signs or have been staying the same. Several
variations of ADM have been proposed, of wbich one effective and popular
melhod is Continuously Variable Slope Delta (CVSD) modulation. These
methods have a data rate of 16 to 32 kbps.

When deciding whether to use digital or analog voice, the following is considered:

a.

For the same level of fidelity, digital transmission of voice requires Less

transmitted power than analog transmission does.

b.

Digital transmission of voice requires more bandwidth than analog transmission.

The 25 kHz channel is incapable of transmitthg at the data rate required for PCM.
ïherefore, ADM is good choice to transmit the digital voice transmissions. As well, the

CNR(P) already uses the CVSD modulation method of ADM usïng 16 kbps to provide
tekphone quality voice to the users. Therefore, the basic method to be used for the
ûansmission of voice infiormation is to be CVSD modulation. It is capable of providing the
useful voice that is required and at a minimal cost in throughput compared to the other methods.
As this method is currentiy in use on the CNR(P), and meets the requirements for digital voice.
we can assume that by using the method again, we shdl meet the sarne requirements.

3-3.1-2 Data Transmission

The transmission of data over communications systems has become ever increasingly

important and more in demand. There are many methods of transmitting data, each one having
its advantages dependent on the environment and requirements of the system it is used in.

Currentiy the CNRCP) uses FSK to transmit data over the tactical VHF channel and c m
achieve raw data rates of 16 kbps. With the minimum levei of error correction irnplemented,
the system is only capable of a nnal throughput of 1600 bps with a BER of IO-'. Furîhermore,

this system does not include any correction or adjustment for fading.
The critical factor in determinhg a data transmission scheme is the bandwidth needed.

The tactical VHF channel is allocated a bandwidth of 2S kHz, and although transmission
methods can be changed, this parameter is the one that cannot be change4 because such a
change would mean that aii tacticai VKF equipment in existence be modified.
It is assumed that the reader understands the hdamentals of the subjects discussed in

this section. For more details on these subjects, see Pro95J.

Frequency Shifk Keying (FSK)uses a separate frequency for each symbol that is used.
Un fortunately, w
ithin the constraints of the CNR environment, FSK capabilities are iimited.

This is due to the fact that FSK has a much larger spectral density than other methods. In order
to increase data throughput, it is necessary to increase the bandwidth.

The channel bandwidth requirements (assiiming it contains 90% of the transrnined
power) of an FSK transmission depends on the number of bits per symbol and the data rate in
bits per second. Proakis gives a bandwidth estimate, B W,,, for FSK pro951 as:

(Eq-3-1)
hf = number of symbols
R = data rate in bits per second

Using the current specifications in Eq. (3. l), where M is 2 and R is 16000 bps, the
bandwidth required is 16000 Hz. By re-arranging the equation, it can be determined that in the

available 25 kHz channel, leaving 5 lcHz for the guard bands, the maximum dam rate capable is

20 kilobirs per second. Even if M were increased to 1,the maximum data rate with 20 ldIz
bandwidth is also 20 kilobits per second.

The current CNR(P) radio manufacturer uses another method of calculating the
required bandwidth which is based on the modulating frequency and the fkequency separation

used [Str82]. In general tenns the manufacturer expresses the bandwidth requirement as
[Jan981:

Fm= maximum modulating
fiequency
Fd,, = peak deviation

(Eq. 3 2 )

In the case of the CNR(P) which uses FSK, it bas a modulating frequency of 8 kHz for
16 kbps of digitai daia and a peak deviation of 6.5 kHz. Using Eq. (32), this would give an
estimated bandwidth requirement of 29 kHz. M e r being fltered and using careN fiequency
allocation, this method can be used on the 25 kHz channel.
It is obvious frorn either estimare that the use of FSK to transmit data has aiready

reached its limits for the CNR environment,

Phase Shift Keving

In exploring methods of data transmission other than FSK, the first obvious possibility is
Phase Shift Keying @'SIC). A binary PSK (BPSK)signal does not require that the frequency
of the camer be shifted as with the FSK system. Instead, the carrier is directly phase
modulated meaning that the phase of the carrier is shified based on the incoming bïnary data

w1sulThe channel bandwidth (containhg 90% of the aansmitted power) required is simply
the bandwidth of the equivalent lowpass signal @?ro95][Zie90]. Therefore the bandwidth is

equal to the binary data input rate. Eq. (3.3) gives the mathematical representation of <bis. So,

in a 25 lcHz channel with 5 kHz reserved for guard bands, the remaining 20 kHi of bandwidth

cm provide 20 kbps of data throughput.

hf = number of symbols
R = data rate in bits per second

(Eq. 3.3)

PSK cornes with one problern that FSK is not faced with in the presence of Rayleigh
fading. This problem is a phase error that can be introduced due to the fading. interference
and multi-path can alter the instantaneous phase of a PSK signal, thereby creating erron at the

detector. In practice, pilot symbols or equalization are used to exploit PSK in mobile channels
[Rap96].
Another method used to reduce the effects of this problem is Differential PSK (DPSK).

On channels for which the fading is sufficiently rapid to preclude the estimation of a sable phase
reference by averaging the received signal phase of many signaling intervals, DPSK requires
phase stability over only two signaiing intervals Pro951. DPSK is a non-coherent form of PSK

which avoids the need for a coherent reference signal at the receiver [Rap96]. DPSK does not
require a carrier recovery circuit, however it does need a betîer S N R for it to achieve an
equivalent BER as PSK [NMSU]. In fact, there is only a loss of 1 dB at a BER of 10"
[Pro95].

Quadrature Phase Shift Keving

PSK can be viewed as a possible method of transmission as it does have some
significant advantages over FSK, the major one being the increase in throughput to 20 kbps.
However, as it is possible to increase the throughput by encoding the data in the phase of the

signal without increasing the requirement bandwidth, it also becomes possible to m e r
enhance the capabiiities.

By increasing the nurnber of symbols to four, we use a rnethod called Quadrature PSK

(QPSK).The BPSK signai requires a bandwidth of S W,where the QPSK wili require ody
B W/2 per channei- This means that more data is compressed into the same avadable bandwidth
W S U ] . Therefore in the available bandwidth of 20 kKz in the 35 kHz channel, ody 10 lcHz
is required for each 20 kbps channel. This means that in 20 k h ,it is possible to send 10 kbps

of data The same results are obtained when using Eq. (3 -3).
The bit error probability of QPSK is idemicd to BPSK, but twice as much data can be
sent in the same bandwidth. Thus when compared to BPSK, QPSK provides twice the
spectral efficiency with exactly the same energy efficiency.
Similarly to BPSK, QPSK can also be differentially encoded to ailow non-coherent
detection [Rap96]. This scheme, cdled Differential QPSK (DQPSK),will aid in the reduction
of the effects of Rayleigh fading while still having the increased throughput. Overall. DQPSK
has poorer performance than QPSK both in and out of the presence of fading, but this c m be
traded off against the lower complexity of the non-coherent detection of the DQPSK. The

lower complexity comes fiom not having to build the circuitry required to recover the timing and
carrier tiom the received signai.

M-arv Svstems

As it is possible to increase the symbol size from 1 to 2 bits without increasing the

required bandwidth, it is also possible to increase the symbol size M e r without adding

bandwidth. These systems, referred to as M-ary modulation techniques, include 8-PSK, 16-

PSK, 8-QAM, 16-QAM, and higher. The QAM systems wiIl not be looked at in depth here.
As the number of levels increases, the number of possible symbols increases as well.
This means that the difference between each of the symbols will get smaller as the increase
takes place. In order to differentiate between the various symbols, the complexity of the
recovery circuitry will increase as the number of symbols increase. However, even as the
complexiy increases to compensate for the difficuity in determining the received symbol, the
probability of symbol error will increase as well.
As stated in the previous sub-section, QPSK is superior to BPSK in information
throughput. This holds true for the higher level modulations, such a 8-level, 16-level, etc.
However, the higher combined BER offsets the higher information capacity provided by the
higher level modulations (ie. 8+). Under the influence of delay spread, there are indications that
no sipificant performance Mprovement can be achieved as the level of modulation exceeds 3.
even as the SNR approaches infinity [Chu89]It has been found that 4-level modulation is the most desired method for both
performance and implementation in a fading radio channel [Chu89]. Therefore, as a choice for
transmission technique for digital data, DQPSK provides the best oppomtnity. It provides a
considerable increase in throughput without any increase in bandwidth, as weil as being Iess

cornplex in its implementation than standard QPSK Although DQPSK has poorer
performance than QPSK Pro951, this is outweighed by the advantages.

3 -32 Error Controt

The Links in a CNR network may be subject to very hi& packet loss rates due to the
inherently hiph bit error rate of the mobile tactical VHF environment and to transmission
collisions between n e i g h b o u ~ gunits [Dav87]. Since the key to realizing error-fkee
communication is the use of appropnate redundancy, it is necessary to detemüne that
appropriate level,
There are two broad methods of error control that could be used. This first being error
detection and the second being error correction. Error detection operates by requesting retransmissions when errors are detected. Since there are less check digits required, the codes
would operate at a higher efficiency Eat891. However, because this method relies on retransmission to correct errors, this means that there will be more traffic on the network,
meaning more collisions and reduced efficiency.
Error correction on the other hand requires more overhead fkom the increased

redundancy needed to correct the errors. This extra overhead is balanced with the abiky to
cotrect errors at the receiving end without having to request a re-transmission. Since one of the
main characteristics of military co1111lnunicationis sunivabiiity, and minimiang transmissions is a
means to that end, error correction is the preferred method of error control.

3.3.2.l Forward Error Correction

In deciding on a methai of forward error correction, the CNR(P)'s current FEC
scheme must be assessed. The current scheme uses a %-rate Golay (24,12) code plus a
repetition code to perform its error correction. Both methods use hard-decision decoding.

This coding scheme is capable of achieving the required BER of

in rhe presence of AWGN

but not in the presence of fading. It has been stated that it is due to the associated interleaver's

smail size that the coding scheme cannot hande the fading [Cha98A]. However, d u ~ the
g
simulations performed in Section 3.4, it was found that even with a larger interleaver, this

coding scheme could not achieve the BER of lC5 in the presence of fading. Secondly, the
overhead used to code the data in this scheme is extremely high. at least 10 coded bits for
every uncoded bit (but can be higher).
in an effort to improve the FEC scheme performance, other possible error correction

methods must be considered There are two important types of codes, block and
convolutional codes @Lat891both with two major versions, sofi- and hard-decision decodhgBlock odes have better distance properties than convolutional codes. Both block decoding
aigonthms and convolutional decoding algorithms have been devised to operate with hard or
soft decisions. However, soft-decision decoding is uot generally used with block codes
because it is considerably more dificult and complex to implement than hard-decision decoding

[Ski88].
The most important factor in the decision of the FEC scheme is the fact the CNR
network will operate in a Rayleigh fading environment.
ïhere are four general options that could be used in decreasing order of performance:

a.

Block code with sofi-decision decoding.

b.

Convolutional code with sofi-decision decoding-

c.

Block code with hard-decision decoding.

d.

Convolutionai code with barddecision decoding.

Sofi decision decoding algorithms use extra information received from the demodulator
and the decision on the received data is left for the decoder. A sofi-decision decoder has the

advantage that it is adaptive to noise and at hi& SNRs can Iocate the maximum likelihood
codeword with a minimum of effort [Lau96]. The ciifference in performance between hardand soft-decision decoding with fading at a BER of 10" is approximately 6 dB. This is

compared to 2 dB for a non-fading AWGN. In short, these resuits indicate the benefits of softdecision decoding over hard decision decoding on a Rayleigh Fading Channel [Progj].

In choosing between the fint two options with soft-decision decoding, if performance
was the sole cntical factor, then a block code would be the best choice- However, the
complexity of the decoder is just as important a factor. A block code with soft-decision
decoding is extremely complex and impractical to implernent. One possible solution is to

perform maximum likelihood decoding of linear block codes using channel measurement
information. This technique, outhed in [Wo178], performs soft-decision, maximum likelihood
decoding of any (n.k) linear block codes over GF(q) by using the Viterbi aigorithm applied to a

trellis having no more than

states. For Golay (24,12), this would require 1096 states.

This method is stili complex to implernent but is stiil a vaiid option.

Therefore ,a soft-decision decoded convolutional scheme is the most preferable in this
case. The most prevalent use of soft-decision decoding is with the Viterbi Convolutional

decoding algorithm, since with Viterbi decoding, soft decisions represent only a small increase
in computation [Sk.i88]. The Viterbi algorithm uses maximum likelihood decision which uses a
trellis coding that removes fiom consideration those trellis paths that could not possibly be
candidates for the maximum likelihood choice. The eady rejection of unlikely paths reduces the
decoding complexity Pla831.

Viterbi's maximum iikelihood decoduig aigorithm is one of the best techniques yet

evolved for digital communications where energy efficiency dominates in importance. It permiu
major equipment simplification while obtaining the fidl performance benefits of maximumlikeiihood decodhg. The decoder structure is relatively simple for short constraint length.
making decoding feasible at relatively high rates of up to 100 Mbits/second. With the Viterbi

algorïthm, srorage and computationai complexi~
are proportional to 2" (where N is the
constraint length) and are very attractive for a value ofN < I O Pat891. This estimats of N c
10 is based on ten year old information. Currently, the cost of the necessary memory is much

cheaper than in 1989. Therefore, it is stiii feasible to use the Viterbi algorithm with values of N
> 10.

The changes to the CNR(P)'s FEC scherne will be done by fïrst implementing the Iesser
complex Viterbi Sofl Decision Decoding aigorithm. If this method does not meet the required

BER, Wolf s method will be explored M e r .

In order to reduce the effects of fading, which will produce bursts of errors during the
fades, an interleaver must be used to distribute the errors so that they appear random- Once

they are randomly distnited, it is f x easier to correct the erroa. The current CNR(P) akeady

uses two interieavers, the HIDS interleaver and the radio interleaver, to distribute its bursts
errors. However, it has been recognized that these interleavers are not capable of handihg the
fading that will occur on a mobile tactical VHF channel. It is possible to have fades of 1000 to
3000 bits. The l6x 165 interleaver can't disperse that level of fades but when the radio is
fiequency hopping, some protection is offered against the fading [Cha98A]. This gives a good
indication of the type of fading charactenstics that can be expected nom the channel. The

CNR(P). however was not desiged with fading in mind [Cha98B].
The mobile tactical VHF charme1 has to be simulated in order to detennine the

maximum length of the fading and the intemal between the fades. From this information. it will
be possible to determine the required dimensions to randomly disaibute the burst erron.

However, there will always be some fades for which an interleaver is too srnall and therefore
cannot distribute the errors adequateiy in order to allow the decoder to achieve its expected
results.
One note on the implementation of the interleaver is that there is a need to have either a
convolution interleaver or two working tables in the block interleavers. A convolution
interleaver will alIow bits to be output at the same time as bits are coming in the input, with no
delay except the initiai fill. As for the btock interleavers, once a table is filled up initially, bits
enter and leave on a one for one basis. Once the next table is fitled, the table is shified to the
outgoing side and the empty table gets filled up again. Tnis way there will only be a delay
during the initial fil1 of the h t interleaver table.
One of the k t options to consider is the implementation of a new interleaver with the
CNR(P)'s current FEC scheme to verifjr if it is capable of achieving the required BER in fading
with enhancements-

3 -3-3 Surnmarv of Prowsed Radio

The radio portion of the proposed systern can be seen in Figure 3.2. It shows the
process of encoding through the convolutional encoder, interleaving through using a more
robust interleaver, modulated with the DQPSK modulator and then transmitted out on to the

VHF chamel. On the channel it is affected by Rayleigh fading and AWGN Upon reception at
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Figure 3.2 - Overview of Proposed Radio

radio, it then follows the reverse path through the DQPSK modulator, it is then de-interleaved
and then decoded in the soft-decision Viterbi decoder.

3.4 Radio Simulations

This section gives the processes used to simulate the various aspects of the transmission
system that were chosen in Section 3.3. The sirndation tool used in the modeiing of the new

system was Signal Processing Worksystem (SPW) 4-0. It was used to mode1 the radio
communications and error control coding.
Specifically, the following aspects were modeled:

a.

CMZ(P) includïng the Golay EncoderDecoder, Interleavers and Repetition
coding.

b.

Proposed System including DQPSK Modulator and Demodulator,
Convolutional Encoder and Soft-Decision Viterbi Decoder. and the
Interleavers.

Throughout the simulations, Rayleigh fading was taken into account. 'Inere were
specific simulation runs that were performed without the fading where only AWGN was
present, which was doue for comparison purposes.
There were three sets of simulations done in SPW based on the radio aspects of the
transmission system. Tàe first two, the Rayleigh fading simufation and the simutation of the

CNR(P) were done in order to set the characteristics of the VKF channel for the third set of
simulations, the proposed system.
SPW proved to be a capable tool to sirnulate the radio components, however there are

numerous restrictions withui the applicaaon which makes some aspects of the implementation
difficuit, if not impossible. In most cases, where there were problems with SPW's built-in

blocks, new modules were built to perform the tasks required.

a.

COMSEC. Communication Security Equiprnent and its effects on the
transmissions and networking delays were not taken into account.

b.

Eeui~rnentS-ynchronization. The actuai synchonization of the vanous
components was not implemented. Instead, components were used that
allowed for vector/block and multi-rate operations which did not require
synchronization clocks. It is recognized that the synchronization of the
equipment and the data are both essential to any systems operation, such as the
initial radio synchronization, and the DQPSK modulator and demodulator

priming syrnbols.
There were limitations imposed by equipment and

c.

simulation soffware used, which resaicted the size and complexity of the
components being simulated. Two such examples are the maximum
convolutional encoder and decoder constraint iength of 10 and the maximum
nurnber of quantization levels of 32 in the soft-decision decoder
d.

Transmitted Power. Transmitted power fiom radio is same f?om CNRP)to
proposed system.

3-4.2 Mobile VHF R a ~ l e i ~Fadine
h
Channel

The basic components of the CNR(P) radio were simulated in SPW in order to
detennine charnel charactenstics. The f h t simulations were nui to determine the variance of
the AWGN. The CNR(P) is considered to operate with a SNR between 6 dB and 20 dB.

Any signal below 6 dB is considered a fade(attenuation factor estimate=7dB) [Cha98A1.

Denoting by Eh - energy required to transmit a bit, Es- energy required to transmit a symbol,
No - is the one-sided power spectrai density of noise, oN2- is the noise variance at the output of
the matched filter. In a spical operating environment, the S N R has an average value of 13 dB.

The average value of the SNR per bit (denoted SI?&,) expressed in dB, is related to noise

variance in W/Hz by:

-

SlV%(dB)= 10log,,(~,/4&)

Eq. (3.4)

The energy per bit Eh is K of the symbol energy, Es, as there are two bits per symboI
with the DQPSK modulation scheme. In al1 cases, the energy per symbol is Er = 1. For the

&en S N R of 13 dB, the noise variance is caiculated as 0.0125.
However, the proposed system is designed to transmit 40 kbps and the SM2 of 13

dB was based on 16 kbps. Once the data rate is change4 there is a drop of 0.939 dB due to
the increase in signaling interval fiom 16 kilosymbols/second to 20 kilosymbols/ second. There

is a M e r drop of 3.0 dB fiom the increase in bits per symbol fiom 1 to 2, Therefore, due to

-

the change in data rate there is a total &op of 3.969 dB or 4 dB. Our equivalent average

S N R for the DQPSK modulated radio is 9 dB. Using the Eq. (3.4), the variance for the
proposed system is 0.031.

When the noise variance of 0.03 1 was entered in the parameters of the AWGN block
with a DQPSK modulator and demodulator, the raw BER was found to be 1 . 2 1~OJ. This
result was in lhe with the projections made by Proakis [Pro951 for a DQPSK modulation
systern in AWGN.

The next simulation that was run was to detennine the fading characteristics that are to
be faced by the CNRS. The results of this simulation were used in the design of the new
interleavers,

To determine the proper Doppler fiequency,f,, for the simulation, a mobile velocity of
50km/h and a carrier fiequency of 40MHz were used. This gave an& of 1.85Hz [Cha98A].

Th<- use of 50 km/h as the speed of movement is deemed to be a worst case. in a mobile
combat environment, most stations will either be static or moving a w a h g speed, that is less
than 10 W. VehicIe rnovement off-road is extremely slow and most vehicle will not exceed

50 krnh when off paved surfaces. Any vehicle travefing in excess of 50 km/h is considered to
be out of the combat environment and is not expected to transmit or receive messages while

traveling at that speed. The carrier fiequency of 40 MHz is withui the well used and standard
tactical VHF fiequency band of 30 to 88 MHz.
A simulation was run for 1x106 bits using the above Doppier fiequency of 1.85 Hz.

The results obtained were consistent with the simulation of Rayleigh fading found in [Cha98A].
it was found that the average fade is approximately 1500 bits in length with 5500 bits between

those fades. There are numerous fades that exceed this average length. Most long fades are
limited to 9000 to 10000 bits in fade followed by a p e n d of 70000 to 130000 bits with no or
very small fades.

Once these two main channel characteristics were detennined, the main components of
the CNR(P), the Golay Encoder and Decoder, the Interleaver and De-interkaver and the

Repetition Encoder and Decoder were implemented. SPW had built-in interleavers and

repetition encoders. However, the interleavers did oot work and the repetition encoders
worked differentiy fYom the one impIemented in the CNR(P). Thereforq all rhree main
components were custom-built in C and the SPW-SPBinterface- The custom built blocks are
described in detaiI in a technical report Pos991.

'The CNR(P) was then modeled on SPW. The model was built with a DQPSK
modulator and demoduiator instead of the FSK system used in the actual CNR(P). This was
due to the fact that no FSK system was avadable in SPW and it proved to be too dificult for
the scale of thïs thesis to write one in C code.
Figure 3.3 shows the SPW model used to simulate the CNR(P) radio.
Two separate simulations were nui, one in the presence of Rayleigh fading, and the

other without fading. The results are as follows:

a.

No Fading;. This simulation was run for 101376 bits which was the least
common multiple of the Golay Encoder and the luterlestvers afier 100000 bitsDue to the overhead of 10 to 1 fiom the Golay Encoder and the Repetition
Encoder, the number of bit transmitted açross the chamel was 1013 760. In
the presence of only AWGN, there were a total of 1215 bit errors introduced

out of the 1013760 bits and the CNR(P) w;ts able to correct ail of the errors.
So, afier FEC there were no errors- This means chat the BER can be reduced

by using the above components to at l e s t the IO-' re-d
specifications.

fkom the conu-act
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b.

Fading. This simulation was run for the same 101376 bits as that in (a). The
same 1013760 bits were transmitted across the chamel- in the presence of
both the AWGN as wel as the Rayleigh fading, there were 73552 bits errors
introduced out of the 1013760 bits. The CNR(P) was able to correct 7 1-5%
of the errors for a remaining 2 122 bit errors out of the 1013 76 bits sent through
the system. This resuits in a BER of2.09~10-~,
which is weli above the

required 1O".

It is apparent that the statement made in [Cha98B] that the CNR(P) was not designed
with fading in mind is me.

me CNR(P) is able to reduce the BER below i O-',

but not when

there is fading present. This is not acceptable in a combat environment when many stations will
be mobile and subject to fading.

In modeling the proposed system, a series of simulations were run building up to the
final results. Each of these simulations were attempting to either get performance data on the
channel or were attempting to implement some of the options outlined in Seçtion 3-3.

The fkst set of simulations that were run in this section were to determine the size of the
interleavers. These interleavers were then implemented in the CNR(P) to replace the previous
16x24 and 16x165 interleavers and verie if the CNR(P) could then handle fading. The next
simulations done were to test the proposed ConvolutionaWiterbi Soft Decision error coneol
scheme and the DQPSK modulation system, which included the use of the new interleavers.

Al1 simulations for the proposed system were done with a noise variance of 0.03 1
which gives a SNR of 9 dB in order to ailow fur cornparison with the CNR(P)-

The maximum fades (attenuation factor esthate = -7dB) that occurred regularly were
berween 9000 and 10000 bits. The average period foilowing these long fades in which the
signal either had no or very short fades was approxïmately 100000 bits. These fmdings were

detennined by analyring and measuring the fades during the fading simulations described in
Section 3.4.2. Therefore, the burst errors that occur during the 10000 bit Long fades can be
interleaved in the 100000 bit period until the next Iong fade.
It can be noted that the long fades are not limited to 10000 bits. There will always be

the possibility of a fade occuming that is too Iong for aii interleavers to handle. In this case there
was at least one fade of t 8000 bits long &at occurred during the fading simulation. This fade

will still be interkaved and will result in the correction of most errors but the overall
performance will be lower if the interleaver is built for fades of 10000 bits in length.

The interleavers that were implemented in SPW as part of the new system were based
on the 10000 bit fade in the LOO000 bit period. Therefore, the overall interleaver has a size of
100000 bits. The desired interleaver shouid have the dimensions of 10x10000 for the total of
100000 bits. This would ailow the interieaver to distribute the 10000 bits fkom the fade fiom
one long burst into 1 out of every ten bits.

Unfortunately, SPW 4.0 has a built-in limit on the size of the structures used to build the
interieavers. It will not allow any dimension to be larger than 1000. Therefore, the
implemented interleaver was made in the dimensions of 100x1000. Although this is not the

desired object, it stili perfonned adequately-

fhis interleaver was tested in conjunction with only the Golay encoder
and decoder fkom the CNR(P) as shown in Figure 3.4 to determine if that E C scheme could

handle fading.

No Fading. This simulation was run for 150000 information bits. Due to the

overhead of 2 to I korn the Golay Encoder, the number of bits transmitted
across the channel was 300000. In the presence of o d y AWGN, there were a
total of 367 bit errors introduced out of the 300000 bits and the CMX(P) was
able to correct al1 of the errors.

Fading. This simulation was run for the same 150000 bits as that in (a). The

same 300000 bits were transmitted across the channel. In the presence of both
the AWGN as well as the Rayleigh fading, there were 16640 bits errors

introduced out of the 300000 bits. The CNR(P) was able to correct 5 1.5% of

the errors for a remaining 4 123 bit mors out of the 150000 bits sent through
the system. This results in a BER of 2.75xlO-', which is well above the
required 1O?

As a further attempt at enhancing the CNR((P)'s Golay coding scheme, the two

interleavers used on the CNR(P) were replaced with the one 100x1000 and the repetition
encoder and decoder were put back in. The block diagram for this sùnulation is shown in

Figure 3S. Two simulations were run, one for 6x 10' bits and the other for 6x 1O6 bits. The
simulations resulted in a residual 187 bits errors for a BER of 3 . 1 ~O"'
1 and 949 bit errors for a

BER of 3 . 2 1~04,respectively.

Figure 3.4 - SPW Mode1 of Golay Encoder with l OOx 1000 Interleaver
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This makes a significant improvement in the error correction pefiormance from the
previous runs without the repetition coding In order to gain this improvement, it has been
necessary to sacrifice throughput. This scheme only aliows the transmission of 4000 bps. which
afier the 10 to 1 coding overhead, becomes the 40 kbps transmitted over the chamelIt has been found fiom simulation resuits that the CNR(P) modified with a new
interleaver cannot reduce the number of bit errors below the 1O-' level. It was then decided to
implement the other features of the proposed system.

DOPSK Modulator/T)emodulator

Both the DQPSK modulator and demodulator existed in SPW's built in blocks. The
blocks were set to transmit at 40 kilobits per second as determined in Section 3.3.1.3. The
blocks accepted only an integer which represented the symbol to be transmitted. This required
the addition of a bit to integer conversion block which output one 2-bit integer for every two
bits it received in. The integer was then compared to the previous integer transmitted ushg a 1bit differentiai encoder to allow the transmission of only the ciifference between the last two

symbols. This integer was then modulated to one of the four phases representing the syrnbols
which was then transmitted onto the channei. The process at the demodulator was the inverse

of this.

Convolutional Encoder and Sofi-Decision Viterbi Decoder

For the purpose of the simulation model, the basic structure of the encoder and
decoder were taken fiom the built-in blocks in SPW. The components used have multiple

parametee that can be set by the user, such as constraint length and generator polynornial. The
decoder metrics are stored in an editable text file. A block diagram of al1 the basic proposed
blocks is shown in Figure 3.6.
The initial implementation used a % rate convolutioaal code with a consmint length of
7 with the default generator polynomials x6+xS+x3+x2+
1 and x6+x3+x'+x1+ 1. The decoder

used the default 8-level metric file and the default quantizer shown in Fi-me 3.7. The
simulations were m n for lx 106bits and resdted in 10300 bit errors for a BER = 1, O h1O*'-

As rhis performance did not reach the required Ievel of 1O-', a 16-level quantizer was
used as shown in Figure 3 -8. The default metric file was modified to accomodate the 16-IevelsOnce simulated, this metric file succeeded in reducing the bit errors to 2702 out of L06 bits
transmitted for a BER = 2 . 7 10'
~ 3.
Once more, modifications were needed to be made to funher reduce the residuaI bit
errors. The encoder and decoder had their constraint lengths extended to 10, which is the
largest allowed by SPW. The increased constraint Iength succeeded in reducing the bit errors
to a BER = 3.5~1O4 with 348 bit erroa in 1O6 bits. An extrapolation of an increase in
constraint lengths past 10 and the expected BER is given in Section 3.4.6.

Ifthe BER was to be reduced further, additional enhancements needed to be made. A
system was used where the Viterbi decoder was provideci with increased information about the
received signal [Dro99]. This system was based on the inclusion of the fading information in the
decoding process. The received signai nom the channel has been afiected by the Rayleigh
fading and the AWGN. Although the noise is random, the Rayleigh fading changes slowly over

time. A radio wiil put the signal through an Automatic Gain Control (AGC). From this
operation we c m denve a fade estimate fiom the amount of gain. The pairs, (received signai,

fade estimate), are mapped to a symbol shown in Table 3.1. The corresponding decoder

Figure 3.6 - SPW Mode1 of Basic Proposed System
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Quantizer Output

Figure 3.7 - 8-Level Quantizer and Thresholds

metrics are shown in Figure 3.1 O, where, for exampie, 12.5 is the transition metric
corresponding to "symbol 10 is received and 1 is transmitted". By symmetry, the transition
metric corresponding to "syrnbol 10 is received and O is transrnitted" is equal to the transition
rnetric correspondhg to "symboI -10 is received and 1 is transmitted", ie. 7.0. The derivations

of Table 3.1 and Figure 3.10are given in the following paragraphs.

Figure 3 -8- 16-Level Quantizer and Thresholds

The symbols and their metrics were produced through Monte Car10 simulations- A
series of 3 x 106bits were fed through an equation representing Rayleigh fading. The result was
a series of pairs of the received signai and the fade estimate for each bit. The number of

occurrences of each pair were counted. The grid of received pairs was then divided into a set
of hhty pair-wise disjoint regions. The regions were numbered arbitrarily from - 15 to 15,
which are the symbols. The log of the number of occurrences is the metric for that symbol. Al1

of the pairs in the @d have metrics equal or very nearly equal to the metrics in Fi=ure 3. L O.
[Dr0991
The metric file contained 3 1 levels, limited to 3 2 by SPW [SPW98]. The metric
generator was built as a custom built block in SPW, described in the technical report [Fos99].
An outline of the SPW blocks used to perform these functions is shown in Figure 3.9.

This 3 1-level metric together with the modified DQPSK demodulator was able to
reduce the number of bit enors to 2 16 in 106bits for a BER = 2.2 x IO4.

3 -4.5 Simulation Results

At this point, SPW's restrictions on constraint length at 10 and the number of metric

levels at 32 stopped any fiirther attempts to revise the current system were stopped and an
extended series of simulations were nui with this system. These simulations were nui on the

finai S P W mode1 of the radio as shown in the Figure 3.1 1.
Table 3.2 lis& al1 of the simulation rus. Each run used a different noise seed and
produced the number of erron introduced and the number of errors remaining afier the error
correction. AI1 runs which had residual errors are highlighted.

-

-

-

Figure 3.9 - Enhanced DQPSK Demodulator

Figure 3.10 - 3 1-Level Quantizer, Thresholds and Metrics
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Table 3.2 - Simulation Resuits - Residud Errors Vs Introduced Emors

1

3-4.6 Analvsis and Corn~arison

Through al1 the simulations, an average BER of approxima

x 10" was found

durkg fading. The theoretical BER for a DQPSK system in fading was caiculated fkom Eq-

(35 ) pro951 and resulted in a BER of 3-77 x 1O-.'

These two results seem to show a large

diflerence. However, if viewed on a logarithmic scale, the results are much cioser. The
difference between the two values c m be attributed to the smail nurnber of fades per simulation
m. As there are only 300 fades in 107bits, the results are not really statistically valid. Since

the simulations were nin based on a raw BER higher than the theoretical estimate, they crin be
considered the worst case. The results that would be achieved in reality would not be worse
that the simulations and should actually exceed them.

Eq. (3-5)

where

P, = probability of bit error,
y, = average received S N R per bit,

y, = average received S N R per channel

One concern of this raw BER is as to whether it is too high to get good voice quality
with the continued use of CVSD modulation for the digital voice. At present, the CNR(P) used

CVSD with FSK. Using a formula similar to Eq. (3.5) from [Pro95], the estimated raw BER

for FSK in fading is 6.6 x 10". This **-BER is greater than both the estimated and simulated
raw BER for DQPSK Therefore, the use of CVSD moduiation with a DQPSK modulator

and demodulator will stilI be able to give p d quality voice during fading.
Overail, withi. a fading environment, the proposed system was able to reduce the
residual errors down to 3.5~IO4 at a coding rate of 2 to 1. This came from a total of 3530 bit
erroa out of 1O' bits transrnitted over 100 simulations of 100000 samples each with differenr
noise seeds. This resulting BER does not meet the goal ( 1O-') that was expected to be
achieved for error correction in the presence of fading.
However, the use of the ConvoIutional Encoding and the Viterbi decoding proved to be
more capable of correcting errors than the Golay scheme used in the CNR(P). Within a nonfading environment, in the presence of only AWGN, both schemes were able to reduce the

errors below the contract specified BER of 1 in 100000. Unfortunately, the existing CNR(P)'s
Golay scheme gave a BER of 2.09xlO-' in fading. The enhanced scheme with the CNR(P)'s
interleavers changed for the 100x 1000 interleaver was able to match and slightiy exceed the

BER performance of the proposed system with its BER of 3 . 2 ~ 04.
1 However, this higher
performance came at a cost of a coding rate of 10 to 1, which is 5 Mies the proposed system.
Therefore, for the ciioice of preferred scheme, the proposed system would make more sense
because of the equivalent BER and the lower overheadThe simulations were nui with the expectations of reaching 1 error in 100000 bits
transrnitted. However, the simulation software has a Limitation on the constraint length of 10.
An increase of the constraint length to 11 or 12 would result in another madced improvement in

the ConvolutionaVViterbi scheme. The residual mors for the simulations with constraint lengtbs

from 5 to 10 are in the Table 3.3. Figure 3.12 below shows the extrapolated BER for the
constraint lengths of 11 and 12. The resdts in both Table 3-3 and Figure 3.12 were based on

1

- -

1I

1

BER = 0.0003
BER = 0.0000 1

Table 3.3 - Bit Error Rate Vs Constraint Length
Note: Generator PoIynomials are in SPW format.
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Figure 3. L 2 - BER vs Constraint Length

1
1

simulation nins of 100000 bits using seed $1. This seed produced one of the larger error rates
afier error correction coding so was considered an acceptable indicator of the performance
across the multiple constraint lengths.
A simuiation was run for each of the constraint lenYghslisted in Table 3.3- The BER

for each constraint length was pIotted against the constraint length in Figure 3 - 12. The BER for
constraint lengths I 1 and 12 were extrapolated fiom this -ph,

knowing the error probabiIity

bound decreases exponentiaüy with the constra.int length pos90l.

From the results that have been obtained it is felt bat a successfùI improvement has
been made to the performance of the current CNR(P) radio. The proven enhancements
include the increased raw throughput to 40 kbps, the error correction achievement of the 1O-'
level with no fading and with fading. As well this has al1 been doue at the same Ume as lowering
the coding overhead fiom 10: 1 to 2: 1.

In this chapter, the current CNR(P) radio has been assessed for its capabilities.
Options foc improvements were then outlined and enhancements were chosen. These
enhancements included the use of a DQPSK modulator and dernodulator and the complete
replacement of the current error correction scheme with a Convolutional encoder and a sofidecision Viterbi decoder and a 100x1O00 interieaver.
The enhancements were modeled and simuiated on SPW. They were successfùl in
improving the performance of the radio by increasing the raw throughput fiom 16000 bps (in
the current CNR(P)) to 40000 bps. The error correction scheme was able to reduce the BER

for the radio to 3.5~IO-' in the presence of Rayleigh fading. This was better than the current
radio.

The shuhtions were run with a maximum constraint length of 10. If the conçtraint
lena@ was extended to 12, the extrapolated BER would be 1.ûx 10" in the presence of fading.

This would achieve the goal expected for the system. ïhese simulations were not done due to
limitations of the SPW tool.

CHAPTER 4
NETWORK ACCESS PROTOCOL

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 is focused on the network processes used in the integrated voice and data
network. Current network performance is assesseci, foliowed by options for enhancements.
Both the current and enhanced networks are rnodeled and simulated using OPNET,a network

simulation tool. An examination of the simulation resuits is done to determine the effects of the
enhancements on the performance of the network modefs.

In this chapter we will assume that the radio component has been changed to include
the enhancements descnbed in Chapter 3.

4.2 Current Ca~abifities

The C m ) is part of a larger muitipurpose network system referred to as the

Headquarters Information Distribution System (HIDS). HIDS is designed to allow the
transmission of voice and data throughout headquarters and army units. Since the CNR(P) is
part of the HIDS,we c m expect that the information being transmitted on HIDS may eventually

make its way to the CNR(P) networks.
The CNR(P) networks are capable of random muitiaccess, integrated voice and data
and error control. The following sub-sections will describe each of these capabilihes as weii as
the addressing, acknowledgment, ce-transmission and formatting schemes used by the CNR(P).

4.2, L

Multiaccess Protocol

The CNR(P)'s network communications protocol in a multipoint environment is based
on a version of p-persistent CSMA, where p is the probability that a station will try to transmit
in the first available slot and (1-p) is the probabiiity that the transmission is scheduled in a later
slot. The value of p for the CNR(P) is 0.0769 [Cha99]. Each station determines if the
network is busy before attempting a transmission [CDC97A].

The CNR(P) is set up as a peer to peer operation [CDC95A]. Al1 stations within the
network are equal and there is no control station. Any control in the network is provided by

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). This wiIl allow the network to becorne subdivided
due to environmentai or equipment conditions and still continue operating.
There is no collision detection scheme, Once a station starts transmission, it wiIl
complete the transmission. For a broadcast, there is no acknowledgment necessary. However,
if a station wants to guarantee that the message is received, it is transmitted as a multidestination message. Such messages carry the addresses of d l destination stations and requires
that each one sends an acknowledgment within a preset time iimit. If acknowiedpents are not

received, then the message is re-tsansmitted to ail stations that did not acknowledge.

4.2.2

Intemted Voice and Data

As the goal of the thesis is to develop an integrated voice and data system, the mixed

mode of the CNR(P) system will be the focus of this section. In the existing CNR(P), the

mixed mode aliows the transmission of either voice or data, but not at the same time- Much of
the controls are based on the priority system for messages outlined in Section 4.2.7. Voice

transmissions have the highest priority, above ail data, and the completion of voice transactions
uninterrupted is of geat importance.
When any transmission is started, the receiving CNR(P) radios will attempt to
determine the type of aafnc by searching for a specified squelch pattern. The squelch pattem
search is initiated upoa detection of traffic. If the squelch pattern indicates data traffic, then

data is declared to the radio. Ifsquelch pattem indicates voice. voice traffic is declared to the
radio.

In order to ensure the completion of voice transactions, the radio has pauses (Voice
Quiet Tirne - VQT) to allow voice users to gain access to the network. This is done by sening
out a pause afier each voice transmission to allow voice users to continue the conversation. It
is expected, that a voice user will continue the voice conversation before the expiration of this
tirner. This is enforced by the data terminal equipment. Once voice access has been achieved,
the voice user has uniirnited continuou access ro the network, within the coastraints of the
network operating procedures [CDC97A]. No other transmissions (ie. data) will attempt
transmission during this VQT. Once the VQT period has expired, any transmission can start,
including data transmissions.

Data transmissions are withheld while voice trammissions are in progress and continue
to be withheld for the VQT after the last voice transmission [CDC97A]. New voice

transactions initiated by the station will be allowed up until the point at which traffic has been
detennined to be data [CDC97A]. If stations attempt to transmit data immediately afier
perfomùng carrier sensing there is a possibility that transmissions may collide. To alleviate this
probiem each station uses a pseudo-randorn value to defay transmission. This is referred to as

NAD (Network Access Delay) [CDC97A]. The delay that the NAD calculates is based on
the precedence level of the message, meaning that higher precedence messages will have

shorter delays and will be able to access the channel sooner. Within each precedence level
there is still the pseudo-random factor V), specified in Section 4.2.6, to attempt to avoid
collisions between equal precedence level messages. The factorf is multiplied by the NAD slot
(tPTSD)
to determine the exact delay.

Once this NAD is over and the cbannel is still idle, the station transmits its data
[CDC97A]. Once the data transmission bas started, even voice transmissions must wait until
the transaction is over before attempting a new transmission. A &ta transaction is initiated by
a station sending an Information Packet (I-PDU). This packet contains ail information required

to complete the transaction. After an I-fDU is transmitted, a Transaction Period (TP) timer is
started. The next opportunity to access the network is immediately following the expiration of
the TP [CDC97A]. The TP is caiculated to include the tirne needed to process the packet, the
tirne required to initiate an acknowledgment and the transmission tirne for the acknowledgments
of al1 the addressees [CDC97A].

If the transmitting terminal does not receive ai1 of the expected responses within the TP,
it calculates its NAD and waits its tum for network access before e n t e ~ the
g re-transmission
process [CDC97A]. However, flow control between peers is irnplicit in that only one 1-PDU is
outstanding at one thne in any one radio[CDC97A].

The addressing scheme used by the CNR(P) network allows broadcast, multi-cast and
unicast message delivery [CDC9SA]. CNR(P) addresses are implemented with a 16-bit field.
There are three types of addresses: broadcast, individual and merved.

In order to specifjt source and destination addresses, the address field of the packets
has space for 16 addresses.

The source address is always the first, and the ZndthrCugh 16YI

addresses are the destination addresses. Ail the addresses are 16 bits in length, with the Iast bit
being used as an extension bit to indicate if the address field has ended. The addresses have
the format specified by Table 4.1, below.

B

Reserved

O

O

Individual

1-126

x

Broadcast

127

1

128-

x

Extended
t

Table 4.1 - CNR(P) Addressing Scheme [CDC97A]
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Acknowledments

In the mixed mode of operation there are two general types of acknowledgments: the
voice acknowledgment (a procedural control) and the data acknowledgment (protocol
controlled). Voice acknowledgrnents are given as part of a voice transaction and are expected
to be camied out in order of seniority and each station must acknowledge before the end of the
VQT following the previous station's transmission.

Data acknowledgrnents, in the form of supervisory packets or S-PDU's, are given as
part of a data transaction and have a lower priority than voice transmissions. As part of the E

PDU, the nuith bit in the control field is used to indicate whether a response is required or not

[CDC97A]. If this bit is set, it means that acknowledgments are requested, and therefore there
can be transactions without them [CDC97A]. Note that there is no negative acknowlegdments.

The format of both the 1-PDU and the S-PDU are shown in Tables 4.2 and 4-3,
respectively, in Section 4.3 -6.
Al1 1-PDU's are acknowledged except for the following cases: [CDC97A]

a.

The con&ol field of the 1-PDU specifies that no acknowledgment is required-

b,

ï h e response mode has been set to off.

c.

The receiving station's address is not in the address field.

d-

The PDU is invaiid.

The acknowledgment process for data messages is as foliows:

Receiving stations receive 1-PDU fiom originating stationReceiving stations veri* the 1-PDU.
if the 1-PDU is not valid, the station does not send an aclaiowledgment. If the

1-PDU is valid, the station wiil initiate an acknowledgment if an
acknowledgment is required.
The station wiii transmit the S-PDUduring its time slot as determined by its
position in the address list and the standard time required for a station to

transmit the acknowledgment.

Once the 1-PDUhas completed trammission, there is a processing and network delay

(MD,)in which aii stations process the 1-PDUand determine if and when the

acknowledgments are to be sent Once this delay is over, each station acknowledges at its
allocated Ume based on its seniority. This aiiofated Ume is the hold-off delay (RHD,)and is
calculated fiom the RtiD,and the number of RHDo dots before it. Each dot is the S-PDU
response interval (RHDO)in length, where this penod includes a i i the time required to transmit
the S-PDUAl1 the acknowledgments are expected to be sent during the Transaction Period (TP).

If the TP timer expires before the station can send its acknowledgment due to a voice

transmission, it wiil discard the acknowledgment. The onginating station wiil then start the retransmission process to ensure aU addresses have received the original packet.
No responses are expected for a broadcast address and multi-cast messages are
acknowledged ôccording to the tirne-slotted protoc01 (ie. C/S seniority) [CDC95 A].
Responses are expected, though, if the address Iist contains individuai addresses as wefl as the
broadcast address.

The actual process for performing a re-transmission is identical to a regular
transmission. However, the originaùng station perfoms some '%book-keeping"functions in
order to keep track of who has received the original data packets. Only one 1-PDU cm be
outstanding between peer entities at one time [CDC97A].

If a station has a packet that has not been acknowledged by al1 addressees within the
transaction penod, the station retransmits the 1-PDU to those addresses that did not respond.

When performing a re-transmission, the station will h c t i o n nomally and access the chamel in

[ S-PDU

1 S-PDUII S-PDU 1 1 S-PDU 1 1 S-PDU1 1 S-PDU 1

Figure 4.1 - Acknowledgment Timing

the same method described in Section 4-21. It will access the channel based on the priority of
the ori,ginal packet,

Ifal1stations still have not acknowledged, then the ones who have acknowledged are
removed fiom the destination address iist and the 1-PDU is re-transrnitted again. There is a
limit to the number of re-transmissions, specified by the transmission count which is set by the
users. [CDC97A],

The basic structure of the transmissions centers around the size of the packets. The
format of the CNR(P) packets is outlined in the Iris system's Radio Data Link Layer interface
control document and is shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
The I-PDU is the information packet, which is the message. An information packet
contains 2094 bytes of data of which 2048 bytes (SDZI) is allocated for user information. the

remaining 46 bytes is for the infocmation required to deliver the packet [CDC97A]. This
transIates into 16752 bits per packet. Additionally, the 1-PDUcontains the addresses (ADD)
as detailed in Section 4.2.3., and accounts for 4 to 32 bytes for the 1 source address and the 1
to 15 destination addresses. There are 2 bytes of control information (CTL),which is used to
indicate the type of packet, in this case, an EPDU. There are 4 bytes used with the error

control scheme, to hold the Frame Check Sequence (FCS). The last components of the I-

PDU are the varbus fields required for controllhg the packet flow. They are as follows:

a.

Protocol Revision Number (PRN). 4 bits.

b.

Transmission Word Count (TWC). 12 bits. The number of 16-bit words
contained in the packet header, body and M e r .

c.

Frame Octet Count EOCB 2 bytes. The number of octets (bytes) contained in
the packet head and body excluding the FCS.

d.

Frarne ID CFID). 4 bytes. It uoiquely identifies a fhme nom a given source.

e.

Service Daia Unit Fil1 (SDF). Up to 8 bits. Used to ensure that the SDU is of
sufficient length to ensure an integral number of 16-bit words.

Frame E m r Correction FiIl. Up to 11 zero bits- Used to ensure that the PDU
is of sufficient iength to allow an inte-mi number of code words.

1

PEW

TWC

FOC

ADD

CTL

FID

SDU

SDF

FCS

FEF
1

4

13

2

2

4-32

bits
bytes bytes
bits
bytes
Table 4.2 - CNR(P) 1-PDU Format
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0-2048

0-8

4

0-1 1

bytes

bytes

bits

bytes

bits

The S-PDU,is used for the transmission of acknowledgments. The structure is the S-

PDU is a "Light" version of the I-PDU containhg ali of the I-PDU fields except the information
fields, the SDU and the SDF. The total S-PDU iengtb is 46 bytes or 368 bits. Table 4.3
shows the fonnat of the S-PDU.

PRN

TWC

FOC

ADD

CTL

FID

FCS

FEF

4 bits

12 bits

2 bytes

4-32

2 bytes

4 bytes

4 bytes

0- I 1 bits

bytes
Table 4.3 - CNR(P) S-PDUFormat

From the size and structure of the packets, the various delays recpked in the
ackoowledgment scheme c m be calculated One of the more important delays is the NAD,

described in Section 4.2.2. This delay is used to give precedence to higher priority packets and
is multiplied by the precedence factorJ

These factors are as follows:

1

Voice

1

N/A

1

Flash

1

O

1

3

1

Routine
Table 4.1 - CNR(P) Precedence Factors

4.2.7

1

N/A

1

1
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1

Miscellaneous Characteristics

The CMt(P) has some other characteristics which are important to its operation.
Firstly, the messaging system as well as the overd operation works on a structure of message

priorities/precedence levels. These levels are:

Flash.

immediate.
Pnority.

Routine,

In addition to these four levels, voice trafic is considered to be of a level higher than
Flash message traffic. These precedence levels are organized to give higher precedence

messages a priority in being handled by the users and the network.

In the curent CNR(P), these precedence levels are handled within the queues at each
station. The precedence levels are enforced i n t e d y by sending the highest precedence
messages first, preempting the lower level messages.

4.3 Proposed Enhancement O~tions

The current CNR(P) network is adequate for the existing capabilities of the radio.

Once the network operates with an enhançed radio, changes need to be made to take
advaotage of the radio enhancernents. The radio can be enhanced by providïng either less
network overhead or by attempting to reduce the number of re-transmission due to collisions.
Once the system performance is improved, the enhancernents wouid lead to fewer retransmissions. With less individual transmission attempts fiom mixed voice and data, we get
fewer collisions and therefore have less time taken with resolving those collisions and the
subsequent re-transmissions. As stated in Section 2.2.1, this would enhance the survivabiliy of
the stations in the CNR network.

A CNR network is d i k e virtually al1 other networks we can see. Due to equipment

considerations, we use a broadcast channel to transmit with unit5 and formations. It is apparent
that a broadcast channel provides a fkly c o ~ e c t e dnetwork topology with direct logical
connections between a l pairs [Tas86]. Unfortunately, the environment chat it exists in is one that
does not Iend well to high reliability and fixed resources. A CNR network has the folIowing
requirements:

a.

Collision Avoidance- Due to equipment delays and the inefficiency of halfduplex radios, collisions must be rninimized as much as possible as retransmissions are costly.

b.

Minimal Transmissions. Transmissions should be multi-destination whenever

possible. This will minimue the total nurnber of trançmissions and avoids

collisions or bottlenecks.

Flexibili- The ail-mobile nature of the military units, coupled with the possible
rapid and dramatic changes in the Electromagnetic Environment, means that the
nerwork designer has aimost no control over the topology of the network
comectivity [Davgï]. As the stanis of resources and usen can vary drastically
over tirne, the radio network must be flexible to meet the ever changing
requirements. This one requirement lends itself to two necessary
characteristics, random access and a distributed implementation.

(1)

Random Access. Since we do not know what the topology of the
network is due to varying environmental and station conditions, we
need a system that will not waste resources by fixing them to an
unknown and unreliable topology.

(3)

Distributed im~lementation.In order to have a centralized control over

a network, there needs to be a firm knowledge of the network's
topology and statu. As the operational environment does not favour
thk control, the radio nen~orkmust be distributed- Fortunately, the

basic parameters of the CNR system, with a maximum of 50 units (and
no more than 10 packets per second on the channel), lend themselves
to easy and efficient distributed implementation @3av87]. A M e r
advantage to the Mly distributed approach is that local communications
can continue unaffected shodd the network become bifiircated into two
or more collections of units pav87,44-51.

d.

Precedence. As outlined in Section 4.2.7, the military messaging system has a
set of precedence levels: flash, urgent, priority and routine. Additionally, over a

mixed voice and data network, voice trafic has a priority over data This Ieads

to a hierarchy of message prbrïties. These precedence levels must be included
in the networking scheme in order to ensure the proper handling of the traffic.

e.

Mixed Mode Operation- Both voice and data traffic share the same channel
and therefore must contend for the available resources.

f.

Procedural Controls. CNR networks have aiways used procedure controls ro
regulate the voice nafnc. Thse procedure controls include the handihg of
acknowledgments and the use of call-signs and seniorisr,

3"-

Multi-addressing. Military networks, in generai, have the requirement to be
able to transmit messages to specific addresses out of multiple possible
addressees, wif86]

It is therefore the goal to develop a network protocol that fhlfills the above
requirements. It is necessary to provide the following câpabilities: [CDC97A]

a.

Prioritized, network access method.

b.

Operation in data only and mixed data and voice network modes.

c.

Addressing.

d.

Acknowledgment.

e.

Re-transmission-

The CNR(P) network provides for the above requirements. However the methods
used leave room for hprovement. The following subsections will outline the changes that can
be made to the existing CNR(P) implementation to increase the efficiency of operation.

4.3.1

Multiaccess Protocols

In the CNR network, there will always be multiple users competing for the limited
resources available. Due to the Limitations in equipment, that means high dernand. Therefore it
is necessary to ensure that those resomces are shared and used efficiently. We need a
procedure for controlling access to the channel to efficiently allocate the channel capacity to the

many users, a multiaccess protocol [Tas86&

The CNR(P) uses a version of p-persistent CSMA as the basis for its multiaccess
protocoi. This choice of this random access protocol allows the network to be flexible in the
use of its resources as it provides non-fixed access as well as a distributed implementation.
The possible types of multiaccess protocols that could be used are: Fixed Assigrment,

Random Access and Demand Assignment. Fked assignment protocols, such as fiequency
division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA) and code division
multiple access (CDMA), can be very wastefiil with resources as they are not adaptable to
varying demands and therefore wouId have resources aliocated to non-existent stations

[Mif86]. Demand Assignment systems need precise information on the resources available and
require significant setup times Nf863. Lastly, random access protocols such as Aloha, CSMA
and SSMA have no controls and are adaptable to varykg demands w
f
8
6
]
.

The choice of a random access protocol and specificaliy CSMA in the CNR(P) is still
considered the best choice. Table 4.5 shows the three types of access protocols and factors
which affect the decision of which to implement. There are reasons to use random access

protocols as the miiitary radio network, the moût important being that it must remain flexible.
Within the random access protocols, the choice of protocols is iimited. Due to the lirnited
bandwidth available, Spread Spectrum Multiple Access (SSMA) is not feasible. Aloha and

CSMA provide the same basic fùnctionality as CSMA has been derived from Aloha, and it

provides a throuaput improvernent over Pure Aloha [Sch88,442].

Flexibility

No

Yes

Yes

Randorn Access

No

Yes

Yes

Distributed

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Implementation
Large Setup and
Overhead
Simple to implement No
Table 4.5 - Channel Access Protocols

CSMA has three distinct versions, 1-persistent CSMA, p-persistent CSMA and non-

persistent CSMA. Each version bas advantages and disadvantages dependent on the load on
the channel.

1-Persistent, A station transmits once it fin& that the channel is ide- If the
channel is busy, it continues to sense the channel. A collision will occur if more

than one station have packets to transmit and f'rnds the channel empty at the
same t h e . This method is not good for our environment as it will incur higher
than acceptable collisions. Many modifications have been made to this

protocol inc1uding CSMAICD which is the most weli known and used in
Ethemet networks. CSMAKD foliows the 1-persistent rule but adds a
collision detection feanire to Mprove the performance. Even in this fonn, 1-

78

persistent CSMA is incompatible with the CNR system. As the CNR system is
based on half-duplex radios which are not capable of listening while
transmitting, it wouid be impossible for a station to detect that a collision has

taken place. Furthemore, even if the functionality were introduced to the
radios to allow collision detection, in a noisy network environment such as ours,
collision detection may not work at al1 Ppe941.

b,

p-Persistent. A station transmiü if the channel is sensed idle with a probability
ofp. if the channel is busy, the station will continue to sense the channel. The

performance of tbis version of the CSMA protocol can Vary depending on the
value ofp. I f p is small, such as 0.01, then the performance can exceed that of
non-persistent. I f p is large, such as 0.5, it will start to approach the
performance of 1-persistent (See Fig. 4.2). Similar to 1-persistent, p-persistent
C S W stiii has the possibility of collisions as the stations do not sense the

channel again afier the wait penod, As we are trying to minimize collisioos as
much as possible, this is unacceptable even if at a lowp.

c.

Non-Persistent, A station will transmit if the channel is idle. If the channel is
busy, it will wait a random interval and then sense the channe1 again, If fiee, it
~ransmits,otheturise it goes through another delay. In general, this will cause

higher delays before a successfùl transmission, but with much fewer collisions.

Just as with 1-persistentCSMA, non-persistent has been modified to improve
its performance as weil. The CSMAKA (Coilision Avoidance) scheme
impiements a minimum time gap between h e s fkom a given user. Once the

thne has passed, the station selects a random amount of time pack-off intemal)

to wait before Iistening again to ven@ a clear channel on which to transmit. If
the channel is still busy, another back-off interval is selected that is less than the
ht.

This process is repeated until the waiang time approaches zero and the

station is aiiowed to transmit. This type of multiple access ensures judicious
channe! sharing while avoiding collisions. mi98,1]

Figure 4.2 - Random Access Protocols - Channel Utilization Vs. Load
r~an961
S - Normalized Throughput
G - Normalized Carried Load

It is one of our main requirements to have a network that has a minimum of collisions

thereby reducing the number of re-transmissions and therefore the number of overall
transmissions. One of the apparent shortcomings of the 1-persistent andp-persistent protocols

is the reliance on causing a detectable collision in order to enforce the contention niles. It is not

considered to be praçtical for the operational environment under consideration where collision
avoidance and minimal transmissions are a key to survivability- A more feaçible approach
would be to refine the channel access niles [HamS7].
Therefore, the choice of a non-persistent CSMA protocol with collision avoidance
schemes to enhance the performance would be the best choice for the environment. The loss in
speed due to the waiting times is compensated with Iesser re-transniissioos [CKP99]- The
collision avoidance enhancernents necessary can be based on the network requirements
outlined at the begimhg of Section 4.3, partïcularly through precedence levels and the
adaptation of some procedural controls.
The curent CNR(P) has implemented a form of collision avoidance through the use of
the Network Access Delay (NAD), descnbed in Section 4.2.2. This method of coIlision

avoidance will help minimize the chance of collisions, not avoid them. This NAD is based on
the precedence level of the message at the head of the station's queue. Once the chamel is

sensed ide, the station wïLl wait a pseudo-random period of time before attempting to transmit.

If the channel is then sensed busy, the station returns to sensing. This practice is wasteful as it
makes a station with a message lower than the highest precedence level wait even if there is no
other messages in the whole network.
One possible method of collision avoidance is a practice of ccreserving"the channel.
This is doue by using a system of signaling a station's intention to transmit before it actually

sends its transmission. The s i p a l is essentially a Request-to-Send (RTS) flag. So long as no

other station transmits during the delay followhg this signal, the station transmits. This method
has its drawbacks in that it requires the stations to perfonn at least two transmissions in order to
transmit one "message".

By uicreasing the number of transmissions, the probability of a

collision increases. There is stiii just as much chance that two stations will transmit their intent at

the same time foilowed by their overlapping main transmissions. It is necessasr to use a system

that attempts to avoid collisions by using the information gathered fiom the channel, not one that
requires extra transmissions.

in @%un871a method of collision avoidance is used in conjunction with non-persistent
CSMA. This method requires that the precedence Ieveis of the messages be sent ffom the
stations as a guide as to when to transmit.

A station c m make "intelligent" decisions about

whether or not it should transmit, based on information derived fiom monitoring the charnel.
Specifically, this information would be the Next Packet Precedence W P ) , for each active
station on the network. This NPP wouid be included in the header of each data or
acknowledgment packet originated by the station. Each station would maintain an NPP table to
keep track of its own NPP and that of every other station, Each time a packet is transmitted on
the channel, regardless of the destination address each station receiving it will update its NPP
table [Ham87]. Precedence is implemented at two levels, interna1 to the station's queue and at
the channel level where higher precedence traffic is given preference in its attempt to access the
channel.
When stations want to transmit a packet, they wiil access their NPP table and
determine if they have the highest precedence packet to be transmitted. if the station does have
the highest precedence, it wiii attempt a transmission. if the station has a lower precedence

packet, it will delay until the chamel is clear and repeat the process. This process works well,
but there will stiU be the possibility of collisions between muitiple stations with the highest
precedence level.
One method of resolving this problem is to use a characteristic of the CNR network to
mediate any possible collisions, seniority. Within CNR networks, each station is permanent1y

assigned a cail-sign. These cail-signs also infer a seniority amongst the stations that is used in

such procedures as acknowledging ~ m i s s i o n s .This seniority is already kept in the NPP
table as the order in which the stations are iisted- ifthere are two or more stations with the
highest precedence packet, a station would then delay their transmission if they are not the most
senior of the stations waiting to transmit. This rnethod of collision avoidance would htroduce a
certain leveI of dairness, giving priority to higher seniority stations where no real seniority
exists. This udairness, however, can reduce the possibility of coüisions greatiy and thus
increase the throughput.
The CNR(P)'s use of the NAD can still be used as a fiirther enhancement to Hamel's
method of coilision avoidance. The transmitting stations will back-off by a delay that is
equivalent to their message's precedence level once it has detennined that it will transmit. A
station will sense that the channel is idle. Ifnot, it will delay its highest precedence Ievel times a
base delay, plus the standard random deiay. This will allow higher precedence transmissions to
gain the channel back and the lower precedence transmissions to wait until the channel is clear
again. Voice transmissions are not subjected to any NAD.

4.3.2 Intemated
Voice and Data

Once access has been achieved to the network, itis necessary to share the channel
between voice and data traffic from that station. Sharing the access to the chamel must be

done in a manner that does not affect the perfotmance or quality of voice traffic.
Previous methods of uitepting voice and data aaffic involved giving complete priority
to voice traffic and data traffic being of a secondary nature.

Hamel explains alternative shared channei access procedures for mobile packet/voice
systems [HamSî]. They showed that chaonel sharing by using the "quiet" times between voice

messages for data packets could result in a reduction of 30 to 35 percent in bmdwidth
requirements without serious performance degradation. This is the approach that has been
taken by the W ( P ) network. However, sharing the channel by putting data in between voice

transactions only moves to extend the length of time that the system is transrnitting. This puts the
transmitters at risk of detection and destruction which goes against the major characteristic of
military communications, survivability.
lnstead of sharing the channel when voice is not being transmitted, share the channel
when the voice transmission is actually taking place. Shared access such as this can be
achieved through multiplexing the voice and data onto the channel. There are multiple methods
of multiplexing a channel including Frequency Division Muitiplexing (FDM), Code Division
Muitiplexing (CDM) and Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). FDM and CDM, however, are

not feasible due to their larger spectral density.
By multiplexing the voice and the data in time (TDM),and sharing the 40000 bps
expected fiom the radio system, we should have enough throughput to provide for both types
of trafic. The CNR(P) uses CVSD modulation for voice using 16000 bps of throughput and
produces telephone quality voice. If the same methods are used for voice transmissions, there
will still be 24000 bps of throughput that could be dedicated to data transmissions. This would
allow data messages to be sent during the voice transactions. The total length of thne
nansmitting would be less and therefore less chance of interception.
Table 4.6 shows the distribution of voice and data trafic during a four second mixed
mode transmission period.
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16000 32000

48000

64000

80000

96000

1 12000

128000

144000

1 60000

Data

Data

Data

Voice

Voice

Data

Data

Data

Bits

Transmitted

Traffic Type

1

Voice

Voice

Table 4.6 - Multiplexuig Format of Voice and Data Traffic

This distribution of voice and data has been denved fiom the expected 40 kbps raw
throughput- As the split of the throughput is 16 kbps for voice and 24 kbps for data, we have a

ration of 2 3 . With this ratio, it is necessary to transmit the packets multiplexed at the same
ratio. This translates into having two voice packets transmitted, followed by three data packets.
These two voice packets contain the voice information collected during the previous collection
period. The only ciifference in how this occurs is during the first period where the first the two
voice packets will be NLTLL. This allows the collection of the voice information, which cannot
be collected before the initial two voice slots. There wiil be a delay at the receiving end before

the voice transmission will be able to be played bacic, however, since the radio is half-duplex,
this will be transparent to the receiving station. The total transmission will last as long as is

needed to transmit al1 of the voice information coliected. Therefore, the last transmission will
always be voice.

In order to allow data only transmissions using up ali 40 kbps, it is necessary for the
voice packets to be of the same size as the data packets to aliow the interchange. Therefore
we have 16000 bits per packet which translates to 2000 bytes per packet.
Afier the radio has been synchronized, the mixed mode transmission would send the

raw CVSD data and the encoded/packaged data in their respective time slots. The voice is
considered broadcast and does not require error correction coding such as with the CNR(P).

Allowing data to be transmitted during a voice cal1 should minimize w a i ~ time
g for data.

Another mode of transmission, data only, can be achieved by using all blocks dunng the
transmission period for data This would give a total data rate during a data only uansmission
of 40000 bps. The transmission process as weil as the acknowledgment and re-transmission
process is the same as the current CNR(P). A separate mode for voice only would not
produce any marked improvement as the system is already capable of producing useful voice
with 16000 bps.

In order to distinguish between modes of transmission, it will be necessary to have a
control field in the transmission header. This field would indicate whether the transmission will
be mixed or data only in order to determine the expected format of each packet.
The total data transmissions that can occur during a voice transmission will be limited to
the number of outstanding acknowledgments for the packets that have been transmitted. As

each station can only have one outstanding acknowledgrnent between each of its peers, once

either al1 stations have been addressed once or the next packet will address a station twice, the
data transmissions will end, Rterefore, if each station is addressed once, then the maximum
number of mdti-cast data packets will be 15. It is possible to send multiple broadcast packets
during a voice transmission as they do not require any acknowledgments. Once the voice

transmission ends, no more data packets wili be sent, regardless of the number of
acknow Iedgnents outstanding.
The data oniy transmission will follow the same d e s as laid out for a mixed mode
transmission but does not have the limit of the end of the voice transmission. Once a data only
transmission has begun, the only limit on its length is the number of outstanding
acknowledgments and the number of data packets in the station's queues.
The overall transmission process set out for this mixed mode operation is essentially the
same as with the CNR(P). The current procedures are adequaîe for the CNR(P)'s present

requirements. However, to aliow for improvements to be made, some of the current
procedures need to be modifie& The process for this method of integration diffen corn the
CNR(P) in three ways. Fintly, &ta will be transmitted during voice transactions in addition to

the data only mode. Secondly, the process for aclmowledgments must be changed slightly to

ailow for the acknowledgment of data packets sent during the voice transactions. Thirdly, the
algonthms used to determine the values for the network tirners such as the NAD. TP.and VQT
may need to be altered, but the h c t i o n of those timers will not.

3.3 -3 Addressing

A specific scheme is required to aiiow multi-addressing of packets. The addressing

scheme should allow the packets to be directed o d y to those stations on the destination List. Al1
stations will receive the packets, but only those in the addressee group need to copy them.
The current CNR(P) uses 16-bit addresses to address up to 32767 stations. The
enforced addressing uses only 8-bits to address up to a total of 126 stations with the remaining
two address spaces used for a reserved and a broadcast address. One of these bits is reserved,
thereby reducing the number of possible addresses. The other 8-bits are reserved for extended
addressing. In order to address multiple recipients, the CNR(P) packet format reserves the
space for 16 addresses. The h t is the source address and the remaining 15 are for the
destination addresses. If more addressees are desired, either multiple copies of the messages
must be sent or it must be sent broadcast [CDC97A]. The space requirements for addressing
a CNR(P) message of 2094 bytes [CDCgSA] would be 32 bytes or 1.5% of the packet

length.

As stated in the thesis introduction, no more that 16 stations are expected on a C N R

network. In order to reduce the ovelhead for multi-addresses messages, it is possible to
address the source and al1 destination addressees with two 16-bit addresses- This would then
require only 4 bytes or 0.2% addressing overhead for a ZOO0 byte message packet.

The stations would be addressed dependent on whether their bit is set in the address.

If it is set, it wouId process the message. By keeping (00000000 0000 0000)for a "no
acknowledgment required" broadcast address and (1 1I l 1 11 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1) for an
"acknowledgment required" broadcast address, it is possible to address a message fiom just
one recipient to multiple recipients to broadcast. For example, 0000 0100 0000 0001 would
mean that stations 6 and 16 are the intended receivers. This allows us to send messages to

whoever we want without using more than 4-bytes for both the source and destination
addresses.

Once a transmission has taken place, the receiving stations must achowledge the

proper receipt of the information. Voice nansmissions are acknowledged through procedural
methods by the stations. The acknowledgment of data aansmissions should also follow similar
d e s . Once a transmission is complete, the receiving stations will either signal the proper
receipt of the transmission or discard "damaged" or lost packets and wait for a re-transmission.

By waiting for a re-transmission and not signding the lost or damaged packets, we are again
reducing the number of possible transmissions and therefore, increasing the unit's survivability.
The curent process of acknowledging in the CNR(P) is a good solution and need ody
be modified to allow for the mixed voice and data transactions. A data only transaction would

proceed in the same manner as in Section 4-27 and would acknowledge in the same manner as
in Section 4-2-5.

For rnixed voice and data transaction, there will be data transmissions taking place that
will need to be acknowledged on receipt- As with data transmissions, not al1 stations will be
addressees of the voice transmissions. At the end of the voice transaction, any station
addressed verbally during the transaction will acknowledge the receipt of the voice
transmission. These voice acknowledgments follow cd-sign seniority and aiI take place within
the times set out for the VQTs. By acknowledging in a predetermined order, it is less likely that

any station will have a collision while transmitting the acknowledgment. Unlike the CNR(P),
where following the fial VQT new transmissions can start, in this case there is a requirement to
add a TP after the h a 1 VQT in order to transmit al1 the acknowledgments.
Each station would be required to keep an acknowledgment table which would keep
track of al1 outstanding acknowledgments. This table would be used to detennine the l e n a of
the TP and the '%lot" that the station would transmit its acknowledgments in. The additional TE'

at the end of the final VQT would allow those stations which did not transmit their

acknowledgments during the voice transaction to do so. Once a message has been
acknowledged by al1 recipients, the station would remove b a t packet's entry fiom the
acknowledgment table.
Once acknowledgments have been transmined, if the onginator station does not receive
acknowledgments fiom al1 stations, then the eransmitting station will start the re-transmission
process.

Once the transrnitang station receives the acknowledgments to the original transmission.
it must determine what data it must retransmit.

If the transmitting station does not receive al1 the

acknowledgments, then the data traffic must to re-transmïtted, but addressed only to the
stations which did not acknowledge the nafFc~ifl36]. A higher level protocol is required to
assess the re-transmission requirements to determine the order of re-transmission. The
efficiency of re-transmitting individuai packets to specific stations must be weighed against retransmitting multiple packets at once to al1 the addressees.

The format of the transmission must include ail of the information required to fulfill the
required tasks as outlined in the previous sub-sections of the Section 4.3. in general,
transmissions can be of an infinite length, but in practical terms there are lunits to the amounc of
data and to the length of voice transactions. The limit on the amount of data that can be
transmitted is given by either the station having no more packets or the limit of one outstanding

acknowledgment per station has been met- In the case of voice transmissions, they are
expected to be between a minimum of 5 seconds and a maximum length of 30 seconds. These

limits are c'common sense" rules by operators based on the understanding that anythmg less than
5 seconds can be sent in another transmission and any transmission longer than 30 seconds is a
threat to survivability.

in general, the format of the CNR(P) transmissions is usefbl for the proposed system,
with a few modifications. The aspects that require c h q g g include the packet length, the

proposed addressing scheme and the addition of the Next Packet Precedence.

The 1-PDU has a total length of 2000 bytes wiih a information field that can contain up
to 1982 bytes of data.

By 1imiti.gthe packet length to 2000 bytes, it will fit into the data

transmission slot without a need to overfap the packets across the slots. The S-PDUhas a total
length of 18 bytes and is idemical to the I-PDU except it does not contain the SDU and SDF

fieIds associated with the information..

PRN

TWC

FOC

NPP

PR1

ADD

CTL

FID

SDU

SDF

FCS

FEF

4 bits

12

2

1

1

4

1

3

0-1982

0-8

Jbytes

0-11

birs

bytes

byte

byte

bytes

byte

byte

bytes

bits

bits

s

Table 4.7 - Proposed 1-PDU Format

PRN

TWC

FOC

NPP

PEU

ADD

CTL

FID

FCS

FEF

4 bits

12 bits

2 bytes

1 byte

1 byte

4 bytes

1 byte

3 bytes

4 bytes

0-1 1 bits

Table 4.8 - Proposed S-PDU Format

a.

Protocol Revision Number CPRN), 4 bits. Same as CNR(P).

b.

Transmission Word Count (TWC). 12 bits- Same as CNR(P).

c.

Frame Octet Count EOC). 2 bytes. Same as CNR(P).

d.

Next Packet Precedence (NPP). 1 byte. Identifies the precedence level of the

n e a highest packet in the station's queue.

Packet Precedence Level ( P M - L byte. Identifies the precedence level of the
current packet.

Frarne ID (FIDL 3 bytes. Same as CNR(P).
Service Data Unit (SDU- From O to 1982 bytes- Contains al1 of the data that
the 1-PDU packet is transporthg.
Service Data Unit Fi11 (SDn. Up to 8 bits. Same as CNR(P).
Frame Check Seauence (FCSZ 1 bytes- Same as CNR(P).
Frame Error Correction FiII. Up to 1 1 zero bits- Same as CNR(P).
Addresses (ADDI. 4 bytes. This field contains two addresses. The first two

bytes are the source address and the last two bytes contains al1 of the
destination addresses.
Control (CTLI. 1 byte. This field specifies whether the packet is a data packet

(1-PDU) or an acknowledgment packet (S-PDU).

4.3 -7 Sumrnarv of Pro~osedNetwork Mode1

The nemork portion of the proposed system is based on non-persistent CSMA.
Collision avoidance is implemented using the Next-Packet Precedence scheme in conjunction
with call-sign seniority and the CNR(P) Network Access Delay principle. Once network

access has been achieved, the channel has either data only or mixed voice/data, tirne division
multiplexed ont0 the 40 kbps channel.

1.4 Network trafic

A concrete summary of nerwork traffic for an integrated voice and data combat net

ndio network has not been pubiished as they have neither been used extensively nor used for a

long time. Past CNR operations were voice only and therefore the number of overaI1 messages
were fewer but longer in duration. Long messages were required to be broken up into
segments in order to reduce the transmission tirne. Once data becomes integrated with voice
traffic, many of the messages sent in the past as voice, can now be sent as digital messages.
This will reduce the nurnber of long voice messages and will decrease the overall transmission
time.
A general view of the expected total traffic for the network can be seen fiom the

specifications of the current CNR, The specifications detail that "medium intensity" or average
voice traffic, is defined as 5 transactions per hour, each transaction lasting 90 seconds,
generated pseudo-randomiy, Peak voice traffic is considered 9 transactions per hour. Data
message traffic is expected at an average rate of 30 messages per hour with a peak rate of 90
messages per hour [CDC9SA].
Another traffic scenario was developed by E.J. Mifflin, as the basis for his simulations
for a mixed voice a d data radio protocol WifS61. He outlined a network traffic patterns as

follows: 110 messages for two hours fiom 10 stations; 10 messages voice, 2 messages Flash,
10 messages Immediate, 25 messages Pnonty and 63 messages Routine. This is very close to
the data rates expected £rom the CNR(P) specificationsA usefül &c

scenario for this thesis is to base the voice and data rates on the

CNR(P) and distribute the data message according to the proposition used by Miffb, ie. 2%
Flash, 10% Immediate, 25% Priority and 63% Routine.

Another aspect of the network naffic is the distribution of addressing. In Mifflin's
simulations, he used a distribution between the precedence levels according to the following:

a.

1 Addressee. 50%-

6.

2 Addressees, 30%.

c.

3 Addressees, 10%.

d-

4 Addressees, 5%-

e.

5 Addressees. 3%.

f-

5+ Addressees, 2%-

This distribution will be modified to inçlude a broadcast address. Broadcast addresses
are expected to account for 25% of al1 data traffic. The remaining 75% will be distributed

according to the above distribution,
These traffic scenarios will be used as a basis in the simulation the network portion of

this design.

4.5

Network Simulations

This çection gives the processes used to simulate the various aspects of the nework
system rhat were chosen in Section 4.3. The simulation tool used in the modeling of the new

networkuig system was OPNET 5.L.Dby MIL3 Fm.981. Specifically, the following was
modeled:

a.

CNR(P) iacluding its channel access mettioâ, acknowledgment, re-transmission

and delay schemes.
b.

Proposed Sptem's enhancements to the CNR(P) including the Next Packet
Precedence and the mixed voiceldata transmission process.

OPNET 5.1 allows the implementation of large, complex and multi-level networks,
using ready made nodes and processes. However, this simulation tool did not have die basic
components of a CSMA network, therefore all node descriptions, link properties and action
processes were custom-built. A detailed description of al1 the models and their components,
including C-language code, are given in a separate technical report [Fos99].
Ail network models simulated were based on a bus network with 16 operational
s t ~ r i m sand a receiver station for gathering statistics. The station node (where a "node" is

defmed as a communications device) for al1 models was exactly the same utilizing the same
major objects and connections. The station nodes consisted of 5 packet generators, a queue
process, a transmitter, a receiver, a transmit process and a receive process. There are also
statistics wires for the purpose of passing status information between the nodes. In this case, the

-.- rics wires fiom the receiver and the receive process inforrn the transmit process when they
- ..-:‘

2-'

are active to ensure no transmission take place during that time. A block diagram of the station
node is in the following Figure 4.3.

OPNET is event driven and processes need to be described using state diagrams. So,
eacb of the processes in the station node were implemented by describing the process through a
combination of state transition diagrarns and C-laquage code. Processes respond to
interrupts, which indicate that evenis of interest have occurred such as the arriva1 of a packet or
the expiry of a timer. The actions taken depend on the state that the process is in. Each

Figure 4.3 - OPNET Mode1 of a Station Node

process has an initial and i d e state. Within the initial state, the processes have their variables
set. Once the simulations start, the processes ail transition fiom the initial state to their idle
States at the sarne tirne. in the idle state, the processes wait for events to occur that change the
state of the processes. These processes are described in the following Section 4 5 1 , including
the state transition diagrams.
Al1 simulations were nui for a simulation duration of 8000 seconds.

4.5.1 Basic Com~onents

The basic components outiined in Figure 4.3 (ie. packet generators and the trammitter
-34 veceiver) had their parameters, such as packet size and data rate, adjusted depending on

the model being simulated. As well, the actions occurring dunng the three processes were
modified depending on which model is being used. Each basic component will be described
within this section and M e r details are provided Iater when the specific models are

considered.

Oueue Process

The queue process performs the basic fùnction of receiving generated packets from the
packet generators and placing those packets into the sub-queue appropriate for the precedence
level of the packet. Al1 packets are received fkom the packet generators and are placed at the
end of its queue. The only time this is not true is when a packet is received for re-transmission,

when the packet is placed at the head of its subqueue. So, the service discipline is FIFO
within the same precedence level.

A sub-queue length of 15 was chosen for al1 data sub-queues as this is the maximum

nurnber of uni-cast packets that can be sent at once. The voice sub-queue had a length of one
as there can only be one voice transmission waiting for the channel. Packets that cannot be
inserted into iü sub-queue are discarded and a statistic for the number of lost packets is
updated,
The queue process also performs the function of getting packets for transmission. This
is done by searching the subqueues fiom the highest precedence level to the lowest in order to

get the highest priority packet for transmission. If a packet is present, it is transferred to the
transmit process. [f no packets are in the queues, nothing is passed.
Once either one of these fùnctions are performed, the queue process returns to an idle
sra:e waiting for either another packet to be generated or another request to corne fiom the

transmit process. The state diagram for the queue process is s h o w in Figure 4.4.

Transmit Process

The transmit process has a dual task of transmitting packets and receiving
acknowledgments. A state diagram of the transmit process is shown in Figure 4.5.
The process is initially at the idle state. When a packet is retrieved nom the queue
process, the first condition to be checked was the traffic type. If the packet is voice and the

channel is fiee, then it is transmitted, If the channel is not fiee, then the packet waits until it is
and then proceeds to transmit.

Ifthe packet is data, then the packet goes through a network access delay before it
accesses the channel. Once the channel is free, the data packet is transmitted. Othencrise, the
packet goes through another delay.
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Figure 4.5 - Transmit Process

Ifpacket is
not
broadcast

Once the packets are transmitted, it is detennined whether the packet has a broadcast
address (al1 voice packets are broadcast). If the packet is broadcast, then the process goes
b:?ckto the idle state and waits for another packet. Ifthe packet is not broadcast, then the

process waits to receive the acknowledgments fiom the addressees.
If al1 acknowledgments are received, then the process moves back to the idle state as
no re-transmission is required. If dl the acknowledgments are not received, then the packet is
re-transmitted to those stations whose acknowledgments are missing-

Receive Process

The receive process also has dual fùnctions, receiving packets and acknowledging their
receipt. A state diagram of the receive process is shown in Figure 4.6.
The initial state of the receive process is the idie state. It remains in its "idle" state until

a pzcket arrives. Once a packet arrives, it is retrieved tiom the buffer. At this point the
destination address list is verified to determine if the packet was sent as broadcast. If it was,
then the process moves back to the idle state and waits for another packet.
If the packet was not broadcast, then the process sends an acknowledgment during the
transaction penod. If the acknowledgment is successfully sent during the transaction period,
then the packet is processed and the process moves back to the idle state. If the

acknowledgment is not sent for some reason, then the packet is discarded and the process goes

to the idle state to wait for a new packet or the re-transmitted packet.

Figure 4.6 - Receive Process

Transmitter and Receiver

The transmitters and receivers were straight-forward with only one basic parameter,
which was the data rate. In this case depending on the mode1 being simulated, the data rate
was set at either 16000 bps or 40000 bps.

Packet Genemtors

There were five packet generators used, each one representing a data packet
precedence level and the voice transmissions. Each packet generator had two main parameters
that were changed for the different models, the packet format and size, and the inter-arriva1
times.
The data packet inter-mival times were set as per Table 4.9 with the voice inter-arriva1
time always being set at 355.55. The packet format and size were set to either of the two
packet formats depending on whether the CNR(P) or the proposed system was being
simulated.

At the core of the network models were the various delays given in Sections 4.2 and

4.3. The size of these delays as well as how they are used, determines the performance of the
models. These delays and their values are al1 outlined in [CDC97A] and [CDC95B] and are

as follows:

a.

NAD SIot,

= 0. 1 15 seconds. Descnbed as the time between the

tm

Press-to-Talk and the Signal Detect-

b.

Voice Ouiet Time. VQT = 5.0 seconds. The delay following a voice
transmission where no data is transmitted, during which the voice transaction is
expected to continue.

c.

Transaction P e n d TP = RHD,+ RHD, * (number of addressees). The
delay following a data transmission where al1 processing and al1
acknowledgments expected to be completed.

d.

Hold-off Delay. RHD, = RHDI+ RHDO* (position in address list). The delay
that each acknowledging station waits afier the 1-PDU is received before
transmitting its acknowledgrnent.

e.

S-PDU Response Interval. RHDO= r, + !
,+ tg + t/, + tRHDroI.
This interval
is made up of five separate delays, four of which are fixed to the equipment
delays and one, [

.

is tied to the packet size and transmission rate .

MD0 = th + t/, + t g + g
where,

fkt

+ kH~,o,.

= key t h e = 0.136 seconds

Q = fiame synchronization

p e n d = 0.0233 seconds

$ = frame pst-amble time = 0.065 seconds
tRHDlo(
= hold-off delay tolerance = 0.5 seconds

tg=

S-PDUtransmission time

= 0.023 sec (CNR(P) @16kbps)

= 0.092 sec (CNR(P) @40kbps)
= 0.0036 sec (Proposed @40kbps)

The CNR(P) versions are based on 46 byte S-PDUpacket lengths and data

rates of 16 or 40 kbps. The proposed versions are based on 18 byte S-PDU
packet lengths and a 40 kbps data rate. Usïng the appropriate values, the three

S-PDU response intervais are RHDn= 0.7335 sec for the CNR(P) at 4 0
kbps, RHDo = 0.7473 sec for the CNR(P) at 16 kbps and RHDO= 0.7279 sec
for the proposed system at 40 kbps.

f.

Processin? and Network D e l - RHD, = max[ înd + t,

g 1. The time delay

before the first achowledgment is sent. Its value is the maximum time between
the sum of the network delay (td) and the packet processing time (r,), and the

b m e pst-amble time (r,,). The values are:

RHD, = max[ r , + t, $ ]
where,
td = network delay = 0.1 seconds
t, = packet processing time = 0.1 seconds

t/p - fiame pst-amble time = 0,065 seconds

Therefore the Processing and Network Delay is :RHD, = max [O. 1 + 0.1,
0.0651 = 0.2

Traffic

From the network traffic described in Section 4.4, the inter-arriva1 times for the various
packet generators were determined. Based on the data rate of 90 messages per hour for the
network, each station produces 5.83 packets per hour. When these packets are distributed
according to the percentages, the inter-arrival times of messages at each station are as follows:

a.

Routine: 980.15 seconds.

b.

Priority: 2469.98 seconds.

c.

Immediate: 6 174.96 seconds.

d-

Flash: 30874.79 seconds,

For voice messages, the peak rate was 9 transactions per hour for the whole network.
Each transaction is 90 seconds in duration. It was considered that each transaction consisted of

multiple voice transmissions of Length from 5 to 30 seconds. Therefore one transaction could
contain 3 to 18 voice transmissions. Using the worst case of 18, at 9 transactions per hou, this
gives a maximum number of voice transmissions per hour of 162. With 16 stations, this

averages to 10.125 per hour per station for an inter-arriva1 time of 355.55.
Table 4.9 gives al1 the inter-arriva1 times used in the various simulation runs.

Messages/

flash

[mmediate

Prion'ty

Routine

Station / Hour

(seconds)

(seconds)

(seconds)

(seconds)

5.83

30874.79

6 174.96

2469-98

980.15

9

20000

3000

1600

635

15

12000

2400

960

380.95

1

-

- -

-

Table 4.9 - Data packet [nter-arrïval Times

There were a few basic assumptions made in order to make the implementation of the
models less complex and to rnake the assessrnent and cornparison of the versions of the
network more straightforward.

a.

Error Correction Coding. It is assumed that there are no errors in the
transmission over the channel. Therefore, there wilt be no FEC coding used.
The network and the simulation results will be based on the data rates specific
to the uncoded physical channels. In this way the network models can be
assessed based on the protocol performance and not on the FEC coding
overhead. It is understood that an actual implementation of the network models
would require the adjustment of packet sizes to account for the error correction

coding overhead,
b.

Data acknowledgments are not being sent during voice
Acknowledments.

transactions, only during the transaction pend.
c.

Radio Transmitters. A wired network is used as the basis for models instead of
radio network due to errors with the radio transmitters in OPNET. However,

the propagation delay was used to show the distance between stations. No
mobility was consideredd.

Packet Size. Ail packets are fiil1 size with no undersized packets-

e.

Retransmissions. The number of re-transmission attempts allowed is unlimited.

f,

COMSEC. communication Securïty Equipment and its effects on the
transmissions and networking delays were not taken into account-

g-

Scotle of Network- The network is Limited to just a local unit with no passage

of information in or out of that unit,

4.5 -3 Exdanation of Data Collected

in order to understand the results shown in the next two sections, the context of the
data must be understood. A description of each type of data collected is as follows:

a.

Number of Transmissions. The total number of individual transmissions made
by the stations. This includes voice transmissions, 1-PDU packets and S-PDU
acknowledgment packets. Additionally, during the mixed voice and data
simuiations, the transmissions had the possibility of containing multiple packets.
Therefore in this case, the number of transmissions would be less than the
number of individual voice calls and data packets.

b.

Transmission Time. The total time that the network was active transrnitting
information as a percentage of total time.

c.

Number of Re-transmissions. The total nurnber of packets that were sent back
to be re-transmitted due to acknowledgments not being received.

d.

Voice Calls Generated The total number of voice calls generated by al1 of the
stations in the network.

e.

Voice Calls Attempted. The total number voice calls that al1 stations attempted
to transmit.

f.

Successfbl Voice Calls. The total number of voice transmissions successfblly
received at the statistic collecting station. This number may be different fiom
the number of attempted voice calls as a broadcast voice transmission would

require no acknowledgment and may never be successfully received by any

station.
g-

Voice Transmissions Lost. The total number of voice calls lost due to the
station's queues being full and having no room for a new packet.

h.

Average Voice Access T h e . The average time taken fiom al1 attempted voice
calls where it represents the time fiom the generation of the voice call to the
time that the call accesses the channel for transmission.

I,

Data Packets Generated. The total number of data packets generated by al1 of
the stations in the network.

j-

Data Onlv Transmissions Attempted. This represents the number of data
transmissions attempted. It is the number of transmissions where the only type
of information was data, which includes the data only transmissions in the mixed
mode where there may be more that one packet per transmission. In this case,
no matter the number of actual packets, there is considered to be only one
transmissions. In the case of a mixed voice and data transmission, this is not
counted as a data transmission attempt, but is counted under the voice
transmission attempts.

k.

Successtùl Data Packets. The total number of successki packets received.

This includes just 1-PDU data packets. The number of packets through was
found at tirnes to be larger than the number of packets generated less the
number Iost due to the queues being îùll. This excess of packets was
determined to corne fiom the successfùi receipt of a re-transmitted packet by
the statistic collecting station both during the initial transmission and the retransmission,

I.

Data Packets Lost. The total number of data packets lost due to the station's

queues being hl1 and having no room for a new packet.

m.

Averaee End-to-End Delay- The average time fiom packet creation to
successful receipt a? the statistic station of al1 information packets through.

The CNR(P) network mode1 was implemented fiom the descriptions of its operation in

[CDC95B] and [CDC97A]. Specific to the CNR(P) models are the following:

a.

Packet generators had CNR(P) 1-PDU format and size of 2094 bytes.

b.

The calculation of the NAD was based on the formula NAD = t,

*J;

wheref is a random integer taken in the ranges s h o w in Table 4.4 based on
the precedence level of the message.

The CNR(P)'s addressing system was simulated using the proposed system's format to
ease the implernentation complexity. The format of the packets remains the same and as the
simulation kernel of OPNET makes ail executives take the same time to execute, which is zero.
The first simulation of the CNR(P) was done at a data rate of 16000 bps just as it is
irnplemented, with a data packet arriva1 rate of 5-83 packets per station per hour. The resdts
are shown in Table 4.10.

The second simulation of the CNR(P) was done at a data rate of 4OûûO bps, with a
data packet arcval rate of 5.83 packets per station per hour. The goal of this simulation was to
see the impact on the performance of the CNR(P) network scheme at the increased data rate
fiom the proposed changes to the radio. The results are shown in Table 4. i 1.

The initial change made to the CNR(P) model was the changing of the packet formats.
Both the 1-PDU and the S-PDU packet formats were changed and al1 model references to
them were changed, The packet generators had the packet format and packet size (2000
bytes) changed as well.

The proposed changes to the CNR(P)'s networking process were implemented in two
stages.
The fust stage was to add the Next Packet Precedence functiooality to the CNR(P) 40

kbps model. First of d,the queue process was modified to allow the insertion of the
precedence level of the next packet. When ever a packet was retrieved fkom the sub-queues,

a check of the next highest packet was performed and the NPP field was filled. Next the
transmit process was modified to allow the receipt of NPP information on the receipt of an

-
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Table 3.1 1 - Simulation Results - CNR(P) at 40 kbps (5.83 data packetshour)

acknowledgment packet. It was M e r modified to allow the calcuiation of a new NAD
scheme based on the precedence factors in Section 42.6.
The new NAD scheme was designed to avoid having long delays when the highest
priority packet was not of the highest precedence level. It was also designed to allow the
ordering of equal precedence level packets by theu stations' seniority. Al1 packets not at the
highest precedence level were delayed by a random delay based on the number of precedence
levels difference fkom the highest Ievel packet. This \vas done to spread the charnel access
attempts amongst the lower pnority packets. ït can be sumrnarized as follows:

a.

Packet is the sole packet at the highest level, NAD = bTSD
= 0.1 15 seconds.

b.

Packet is among multiple packets at highest level,
n'AD = tP7SD
+ (station seniority * 0.05 seconds).

c.

Packet is among the highest level packets,

NAD = tmD

* ((difference in precedence levets) + random delay).

The second stage of the implementation was the inclusion of the rnixed voice and data.
This was done by assessing the voice transmission length and determinhg the maximum number
of data packets that could be transmitted during this p e n d These data packets were included

in the voice transmission, either up to the maximum number of packets, until the queues were
empty or until the maximum number of outstanding acknowledgments were reached. Once the

voice transmission and the data packets were finished, the standard VQT delay was
implemented and al1 acknowledgments were sent The pracess for acknowledgments and retransmissions were the same as the CNR(P).

Data only transmissions were also changed to allow the transmission of multiple packets
once the charnel has been accessed. Similar to the mixed voice/data, data only transmissions
allowed the transmission of as many packets as could be transmitted up to the limits of either
the queues were empty or until the maximum number of outstanding acknowledgments were
reached. Again the acknowledgrnent and re-transmission processes were the sarne as the

CNR(P).
The first simulation of the proposed network mode1 was done at a data rate of 40000
bps, with a data packet arriva1 rate of 5-83 packets per station per hour. This model included

just the NPP enhancement- The results are s h o w in Table 4.12.
The second simulation of the proposed network model was done at a data rate of
40000 bps, with a data packet arriva1 rate of 5-83 packets per station per hour. This simulation
was done to assess the performance of the implemented mixed voice and data processes. The
results are shown in Table 4.13.
Following the simulation of the proposed network with mixed voice and data at the
expected data packet rate of 5.83 packets per hour per station, two fürther sets of simulations
were done at 9 and 15 packets per hour in order to determine if the model could handle the
increased demand. The results of the two set of simulations are in Tables 4.14 and 4.15
respectively.
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Table 4.12 - Simulation Results - Proposed System with NPP at 40 kbps (5.83 data packetd
hour)
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Table 4.13 - Simulation Results - Proposed System with Mixed Voicemata at 40 kbps (5.83
data packets/hour)
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4.5.6 Analvsis and Com~arison

Criteria for lm~rovement

The results obtained during the six different simulation sets were analyzed against a set
of critena in order to determine whether improvements in the performance of the network
occurred. The cntena are listed in decreasing order of importance.

a.

Minimal impact on Voice Throuah~ut.The base fonn of communications at the
combat unit level is, and always will be, voice. Voice transmissions are the
highest priorisr information being sent and requires an unhindered channel to
use. Therefore, any network modifications should not impose restrictions on
the voice trafic. IdeaIIy, this would mean an increase or at least no decrease in
the voice throughput. However, as long as there is an increase in the data

throughput at the same time, a decrease in voice throughput of less that 5% is
considered acceptabie. This is due to the capability of sending more of the
voice messages as data messages and therefore decreasing the demand on the
voice accessing the channeI.
b.

Minimal Transmission Time. This criterion is taken fiom the most important

doctrinal charactenstic described in Chapter 2, swvivability. The smaller the
total transmission tirne, the smaller the time that is available to the enemy to be
able threaten the network. This in tum enhances the suMvability of the mit.
Therefore, any decrease in the transmission time is considered an improvement.

c,

Voice Access Delay The tirnely passage of information within the network is
also of major importance to the users, especiaiIy in a combat environmentVoice transmissions contain information that is best sent verbally either due to
time constrahts or because the voice message does not lend itself well to being
sent as text. Since voice transmissions are the highest pnority, the time required
by a voice cal1 to access the channe1 should be kept to a minimum- Therefore,

any decrease in the voice access delay is considered an improvement.
d.

Data End-to-End Delav. Much Iike the voice access delay, the passage of any
information should be performed in a little time as possible. This includes the
data being sent over the network as well. Therefore, any decrease in the time
fiom data packet generation to successtùl receipt is considered an
irnprovement.

e.

Data Throu~h~ut.
An increased data throughput is usefiil in two ways, the
increase in the number of data packets that can be generated and sent, and as a
method of off-setting any decrease in voice throughput by allowing for those
messages to be sent as text. E s means that any increase in the data
throughput would be considered ao improvement. However, if there is a
decrease in voice throughput at the sarne time, the data throughput must
increase by at least the same percentage as the voice throughput decreased.

The mean values of the data associated with the criteria have been taken fiom the
simulation results given in Sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4. These values are shown in Table 4.1 6

along with a percentage difference from the baseline model of the CNR(P) at 16 kbps. A
positive perceutage difference indicates an increase in that criterion from the baseline and a
negative percentage difference indicates a decrease. The colurnn to the rigùt of each criterion
indicates with a "+",
"O" or a "-" whether there is an improvement or not. The "+" indicates an
improvement, the "0" represents no significant change, and the "-" shows a decrease in
performance.

Cornpanson

CNR(P1 (iù. 16kbvs. The CNR(P) network at its present data rate of 16 kbps and at
the peak trafic rates described in Section 4.4 provides the users with a network that bas
capabilities at the lhnit of usefulness. This network model gives a transmission t h e that is 88.6%
of the total simulation time of 8000 seconds, which gives an indication of a high threat to the
survivability of the unit. As well, both the voice access delay and the data end-to-end delay
are extremely long. It will take a user almost 3 minutes to access the channel once helshe has
decided a voice transmission is required. A data packet on the other hand will take, on
average, over 8 minutes between the time it is generated before it is successfully received at the
receiving stations.
Additionally, a large nurnber of voice calls generated are lost due to the stations' voice
queue already having a voice cal1 attempting channel access. This network model loses 43.3%
of al1 voice calls generated. It m u t be understood that in reality, if a station has a voice
message to transmit and is already attempting to access the channel, the user will add the
second message to the first while still on the channel.
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Table 4.16 - Network Results Analysis

CNR(P1 O, 4Okbps.

Once the data rate was increased to 40 kbps to use the

increased capability fiom the enhanced radio, some indications of improved pedormance were
observed. Although the data rate increased, the duration of the voice transmissions did not.
They simply used the full 40 kbps in order to transmit the required 16 kbps. If this model was
implemented, the 40 kbps of capacity could be used to provide higher quality voice than that
given by 16 kbps CVSD modulation.

Firstly, the number of voice calls successfbllytransmitted increased from the baseLine
model by 10.93%. This is due to the decrease in transmission times for the data packets and
acknowledgments which allows the voice transmissions to access the channel sooner, shown by
a decrease of 10.91% in the voice access delay. With the increased number of voice

transmissions, an increase in the overall transmission time was observed. This increase though
was marginal considering it was only O. 1% and it came fiom the 10.93% inçrease in voice
transmissions.
Secondly, with the increased number of voice transmissions, the overall nurnber of
packets through decreased by 9.85% due to the decreased number of opportunities for data
packets to access the channel. As well, because more voice transmissions are occurring, the
data packets are taking Ionger to get to their destinations. The average data end-to-end delay
has increased to almost 5.5 minutes, up by 4.43%.

in general, increasing the data rate of the CNR(P) to 40 kbps does show signs of
improvement, especially for voice calls. However, this model could o d y be considered an
improvement on the baseline if the decrease in &ta pexfomance is deemed to be acceptable.
As the goal is to have either irnprovements or no change in al1 criteria, then this model does not

give acceptable results.

Pro~osedNetwork Mode1 with Next Packet Precedence, The ftrst enhancement to
the CNR(P) model itself was the addition of the NPP fünction. In this model, the results
showed a decrease of 1.79% in the total voice throughput. This decrease is considered
insignificant and is essentially no change fkom the baseline. This decrease, though, is caused by
the changed Network Access Delay (NAD) scheme which allows lower precedence level
packets to access the channel sooner when they were the highest precedence at the time. This
caused more of the lower precedence level packets to contend witb the voice calls which

sometimes worked against the voice transmissions. The modified NAD scheme, at the same
time, decreased the end-to-end delay for data packets by 22.49% because of the shorter
access delays when only lower pnority packets were present. Furthemore, as there is less
time spent by stations waiting to access the channel for data transmissions, there is more time
available for more data packets to be sent. In this case, 19.63% more data packets were able
to be transmitted.
The total transmission time has been lowered by 1 1.44% fiom the original level. This
decrease can be attributed to the increased data rate fiom 16 kbps to 40 kbps. The actual
decrease only became obvious once the number of voice transmissions renrnied to the original
level. This transmission time is now oniy 78.5% of the total simulation duration which is better

for the survivability of the network.
It is felt that the addition of the NPP h c t i o n to the CNR(P) model at 40 kbps has
shown a valid improvement in performance. There has been improvements to the end-to-end
delay and the number of successful data packets through, Although there seems to be a

negative effect upon the number of voice transmissions, the NPP fùnction has not significantly
reduced the number of successfÙ1voice below the original CNR(P) level.

fro~osedNetwork Model with Mixed Voice/Data Ca~abiiitvat (5.83 data ~ackets/
hour). With the addition of the second enhancement of mixed voice and data, major
improvements to the performance of the network were noteci- The most obvious improvement
was the decrease in data end-to-end delay and the voice access delay, These times were
decreased by 8 1-9% and 64.95% respectively, fiom the base CNR(P) model. Because the
rnixed voice and data model allowed data packets to be transmitted during voice packets and
aIIowed multipie data packets to be transmitted once the channe1 was accessed, al1 packets
spent less time in their queues waiting for transmission. This reduced waiting time also allowed
more data packets to be transmitted (54.65% more).
Once again the voice throughput has seen a small decrease by 3.43%. This amount is
still considered to be insignificant and therefore no change. The total transmission time has not
been reduced by very much fiom the proposed with NPP model, but still shows an

improvement of the original model by 1 137%
Overall this model, which has implemented al1 of the proposed changes, has met al1 of
the critena for improvement. There has been significant improvements to the transmission time,
the voice access and data end-to-end delays, as well as the increased data throughput. AI1 of

this accomplished without any real effect to the voice throughput.
Pro~osedNetwork Model with Mixed VoiceData Ca~abilityat (9 data ~ackets/hour)
and (1 5 data ~acketdhour).The two folIowing sets of simulation m s both increased the data
packet generation rates to 9 and 15 packetd hour. The goal of the increased packet generation
rates was to confirm whether the previous mode1 could handle more traffic and still meet the
criteria for improvement. In both cases, the total number of successfÛ1 packets h o u & the
network increased and the overall transmission time decreased, but at a cost. As the number of
packets generated increased, so did the number of attempts to access the channel. With the

added channel contention, the number of successfd voice transmissions decreased and the
number of packets lost increased. As the -ber

of data packets increased, more data packets

were transmitted duruig each channel access which accounted for îùrther decreases in the
transmission time.

In gened, the network simulations showed improvements over the current CNR(P)
network model. With the enhanced data rate, NPP and multiplexed voice and data,
improvements were noted in the end-to-end delay, transmission time and number of data
packets throughput, Each enhancement allowed the network to work significantly better in
some areas at a minimal cost to the rest of the network's operation- Only after the packet
generation rates were increased did the performance of one area, voice transmissions, suffer for
an increase in the overall packet throughput.

Further Analvsis

There were other aspects of aii networks7performance which required observation and
explanation. The first aspect of network performance needing explanation was the difference in
the number of attempted transmissions and the number of successfid transmissions. in al1 cases

of voice transmissions there were dways less successfiil transmissions than attempts. in the
case of data transmissions, the numbers were not as great but similar events occurred. These
occurrences sternmed fiom the broadcast transmission of both voice and data packets. In

these cases, since there were no acknowledgments required, there were no indications as to
whether the packets were successfûllyreceived by any station. The number of these "lost but
transmitted" transmissions c m be deduced fiom the difference between the number of
attempted transmissions and the number of successfbl transmissions of each type. This,

however, is considered normal for these networks where acknowledgments are not always
requiredThe second aspect of note was the difference in the number of generated voice catls
and the number of voice calls attemptïng access to the channel. It was observed that many

generated voice calls were lost when they were to be entered into their station's voice queue.
However, as a voice call was already waiting for channel access, the new voice call was
discarded. As noted in the analysis of the CNR(P) at 16 kbps, if a station has a second voice
message to transmit while in the process of trying to transmit the first, the user normally just
adds the information to the end of the f i n t transmission once the channel has been accessed,
Therefore in reality, no information would be lost. As well, the number of generated voice calls
was not in line with the number expected from the inter-arriva1 times. The number of expected
voice calls for the network over 8000 seconds was 360 which was calculated fiom the interarriva1 time of 355.55, simuiation duration and 16 stations- Therefore, if the voice packet
generators were to have functioned properly, the number of lost voice packets wouid have
been much Iower.
ThirdIy, the difference in the number of data packets generated and the number of data
transmissions attempted was attri'buted to the re-transmissions that were made. Once a data
packet was sent back for re-transmission, the data packet becomes like al1 other data packets
and is received by the statistic collecting station. At this point it is assessed as another
successfiil packet and data is collected fiom it. It is still valid to use the re-transmitted packets

in the data collection process as they are still needed to measure the capability of each model.

In this chapter, the current network access protocols for the CNR(P) were examinedA set of network requirements were outlined and used to detennine improvements COthe
current system. Options for enhancements were studied and the best options were chosen.

These enhancements used the improvements made to the radio in Chapter 3 as the basis for the
modeIs.
The proposed network mode1 was based on non-persistent CSMA. The basic
structure of the transmission scheme remained the same as the CNR(P). Changes were made

to the Network Access Delay to include the use of the Next Packet Precedence and a fair
access delay algorithm. The network processes were also modified COallow mixed mode
transmissions where data packets were sent dwing voice transmissions.

The proposed network was modeled and simulated using OPNET. With these
enhancements, the proposed system was successful in improving the performance of the
network. Overall, the proposed network resulted in improvements to data packet throughput,
data end-to-end delay and voice access tirne, and total transmission t h e . This was achieved

with a minimal, but acceptable, affect on voice cal1 throughput.

CEMFTER 5
CONCLUSIONS A N D FURTHER RESEARCH

With the increase in trafic over tactical VHF radio networks, due to the increasing use
of computerized cornrnand and control system, the demand on the available communications
resources is reaching its limits. A few recent Combat Network Radios have been capable of
integratiag voice and data but dl have been restricted to inadequate data rates because of
military standardization agreements.

The current CNRS being acquired by the Canadian Forces are part of an integrated,
voice and data transmission system. This current radio uses the standardized method of data
transmission which uses frequency shift keying. The error correction methods used by the
radio includes the use of Golay(24,12) encoders and decoders, repetition encoding and
decoding, and two small interleavers. The results of this error correction scheme is the
provision of 1600 bps usehl throughput, providïng a raw data rate of 16000 bps, and a
residual BER of 1O-' with no Rayleigh fading present. This al1 means that the capabilities of the
radio component of the current system are extremely limited.

The networking aspect of the current system makes adequate use of the capacity
provided by the radios- However, the expected network traffic has driven the current radios to
their limits with marginally usefül performance. The current network uses a network access
protocol based on p-persistent CSMA and integrates the voice and data by transmitting data
packets in between voice calls. This method of transmitting data in the quiet tirnes between

voice calls has the disadvantage of extending the overall network transmission time, thereby
allowhg enemy forces an easier time of disnipting our communications systerns.
The thesis proposed some enhancements to the current CNR(P)'s- In order to develop
enhancements to the current radios and network, a set of factors were listed that characterized
th.' C'IR environment. These characteristics were survivability, passage of information, inter-

operability and the combat environment. When various options for enhancing the current
system were assessed, the best options were chosen baseci ou trying to enhance those
characteristics.
The current CNR(P) radio was improved upon by changing the data transmission

techniques to Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying. This change alone provided an
increase in the raw throughput of the radios fkom 16000 bps to 40000 bps. Further
enhancements were made by using a completely new error correction scheme. The error
correction was improved by replacing the Golay and repetition coding with a
ConvolutionalNiterbi scheme to produce a data rate of 40 kbps with a coding overhead of only
2 to 1, as opposed to 10 to 1 in the existing radio. As well, the interleavers used in the current
radios were replaced with a more robust single interleaver which was capable of handling the

size of fades present in the tactical VHF channel.
Once these changes were made, both the current and proposed radios were simulated.

The enhancements were successfül in improving the performance of the radio. Both the current
radio and the proposed radio were capable of reducing the residual BER, with no fading, to 10as specified in the contract. However, the current radio was not able to meet this level in the
presence of Rayleigh fading which will be present in a combat environment. The proposed
radio was able to reduce the BER in fading to 3 . 3 1~04 with the components available. It was

shown through extrapolating the error correction perfomance, that the contract specified BER

of 1O-* could be met in the presence of fading if the constraint lengths of the Convolutional
encoder and the Vitehi decoder were increased to 12.
A new network model was produced that attempted to rneet some basic requirements

expected of this type of network. These requirements included collision avoidance, minimal
transmissions, flexibility and precedence enforcement. ï h e basic setup of the current network
scheme provided a working base for enhancements. The major enhancements made were the

use of the increased capabilities provided by the radio, and implementation of a fairer network
access delay (NAD) strategy and a "simultaneous" voice and data capability.
The network scheme was enhanced by first increasing the data rate to the 40000 bps
a s provided by the enhanced radio. This enhancement provided some improvement to voice

throughput at a cost of decreasing data throughput and end-to-end deiays. The addition of the
fairer channel access scheme through the use of Hamel's Next Packet Precedence [Ham871
provided fùrther improvements over the cwrent network by decreasing the time voice calls
waited before accessing the channel as well as decreasing the overall time required for a data
packet to reach its destination.

The final enhancement was made by the addition of the simultaaeous voice and data
capability. This was successful in increasing the data throughput by over 50% at the sarne tirne
as decreasing the overall transmission time, the voice access delay and the data end-to-end
delay. This final model was also tested by simulations to try and increase the data traffic
through the network. These simulation showed that more data traffic could be handled by the

new network model but that voice throughput would begin to sufferAl1 of the network models were executed based on the assumption that no FEC coding
was being used.

In this way, the cornparison of the protocol performance was made without

the influence of the FEC coding on the throughput. Due to this assumption, there will need to

be adjustrnents made to the models upon implementation, such as packet size, to conform to

the error correction requirements.

5.2 Conclusion

The thesis was organized to show that the overall performance of the CNR network
could be improved upon and that the improvements would not require a great increase in
complexity. The first stage of work was to prove that the radio itself could have significant
increase in throughput to act as a basis for the network enhancements.
The simulation results showed that by using a larger interleaver, and a sofi-decision
decoded ConvolutionaVViterbi scheme, that the performance of the radios could exceed that of
the prototype and that it could actually meet the contract specified BER in both non-fading and
fading envüonments.

The network simulations demonstrated that in order to improve on the network
performance of the curent CNR(P), there is a requirement to trade increased complexity for
improved performance. The best improvement over the prototype was found when the
proposed system had the data rate set at 40 kbps, the NPP function implemented and the
mixed voice and data capability used. This improvernent occurred with minimal cost to any
other area. The most important improvement fiom this mode1 was the decrease in transmission
time, voice access delay and data end-toend delay while still increasing the number of data
packets through the network.

This thesis provided a general design and implementation of an improved integrated
voice and data transmission system. There were many aspects of the design which were not
detailed in order to reduce the complexity of the implementation- Areas for fiirther research
include:

a,

Detennining a routing scheme to allow the passage of packets through multiple
levels of networks.

b.

Examining the synchronization required by the radios to ensure the correct
interleaving and error correction.

c.

Writing an SPW Convolutional Encoder and Viterbi Decoder to allow the
increase of the constraint length higher than 10.

d.

Rebuild the SPW interleaver and de-interleaver to get the proper size of
10x10000. As well attempt to reduce the overall size to find the optimum

interleaver.
e.

Accwately mode1 the system of voice transmissions and their voice
acknowledgments.

f.

Implement a system to acknowledge data packets during voice
acknowledgrnents.

g-

hcrease the number of packets possible to be transmitted past just one
outstanding acknowledgment per peer station.
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